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By introducing three well-defined dimensionless numbers, we establish the link between the scale dilatation
method able to estimate master �i.e., unique� singular behaviors of the one-component fluid subclass and the
universal crossover functions recently estimated �Garrabos and Bervillier, Phys. Rev. E 74, 021113 �2006��
from the bounded results of the massive renormalization scheme applied to the �d

4�n� model of scalar order
parameter �n=1� and three dimensions �d=3�, representative of the Ising-like universality class. The master
�i.e., rescaled� crossover functions are then able to fit the singular behaviors of any one-component fluid
without adjustable parameter, using only one critical energy scale factor, one critical length scale factor, and
two dimensionless asymptotic scale factors, which characterize the fluid critical interaction cell at its liquid-gas
critical point. An additional adjustable parameter accounts for quantum effects in light fluids at the critical
temperature. The effective extension of the thermal field range along the critical isochore where the master
crossover functions seems to be valid corresponds to a correlation length greater than three times the effective
range of the microscopic short-range molecular interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The universal features of three-dimensional �d=3� Ising-
like systems with scalar order parameter �n=1�, such as
magnetic compounds, simple fluids, binary liquids, micellar
solutions, polymer mixtures, etc., are now well established
by the renormalization group approach �1� of the classical-
to-critical crossover behavior �2�. In such a renormalization
group approach, the Ising-like universality is linked to the
existence of a unique nontrivial �Wilson-Fisher� fixed point
�3,4�, while one specific trajectory links this well-defined
nontrivial fixed point to the trivial �Gaussian� fixed point.
Then, it was possible to estimate the complete Wegner-like
expansions �5� which interpolate between the critical behav-
ior �controlled by the nontrivial fixed point� and a classical
behavior �controlled by the Gaussian fixed point�. Such in-
terpolating theoretical expressions were customarily named
classical-to-critical crossover functions. The corresponding
crossover within the critical domain was referred to as the
critical crossover �2,6�, or the asymptotic crossover �7�.

Here we are interested only in the mean crossover func-
tions which are calculated in Ref. �8� �hereafter labeled I�
with the objective of avoiding the error-bar propagation due
to the theoretical uncertainties in the estimation �9� of uni-
versal critical exponents and universal amplitude ratios close
to the nontrivial fixed point. As a matter of fact, due to the
low convergence of the complete Wegner-like expansions of
an infinite number of terms, explicit crossover equations for
singular properties are needed to determine accurately the

contribution of the confluent corrections. Then, using the
minimum and maximum crossover functions �with d=3 and
n=1� recently derived �10� by Bagnuls and Bervillier from a
massive renormalization scheme applied to the �d=3

4 �n�
model, such confluent corrections are made explicit in ad
hoc mean functions given in I as a simplified form of con-
venient three-term product leading to the required theoretical
precision in a known extension of the Ising-like preasymp-
totic domain. That means that only the asymptotical two-
term Wegner-like expansions of the mean functions are exact
within this well-defined Ising-like preasymptotic domain and
precisely account for the universal features of the Ising-like
universality class where only three �two leading and one con-
fluent� calculated exponents and amplitudes are characteris-
tics of the complete set of mean crossover functions. As al-
ready proposed in I, considering for example the
homogeneous domain �t�0� along the critical isochore �h
=0� where t and h are the two relevant �temperaturelike and
magneticlike� scaling fields, we can then select the leading
exponent � and the leading amplitude �Z�

+�−1 related to the
dimensionless correlation length �th�t�, the leading exponent
� and the leading amplitude �Z�

+�−1 related to the dimension-
less susceptibility �th�t�, and the lowest confluent exponent �
and the first confluent amplitude Z�

1,+ related to the dimen-
sionless susceptibility �th�t�, as independent exponents and
independent amplitudes to characterize the universal features
calculated within this Ising-like preasymptotic domain. This
asymptotic situation is in conformity with the two-scale-
factor universality expected for all systems with d=3, n=1,
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and short-ranged interaction, and which have an isolated
transition point. The asymptotic system-dependent character-
ization is then accounted for by the two-scale factors intro-
duced through the analytical �linearized� relations between
the relevant fields t and h of the model and their correspond-
ing physical variables, provided that the same single length
unit is used to make dimensionless the thermodynamic and
correlation functions of the physical system �11�. We note
that the heat capacity case introduces a negative critical con-
stant acting as a supplementary independent amplitude which
can be accounted for by including it in a system-dependent
background term.

Among the d=3, n=1 Ising-like physical systems, the
one-component fluids are of special interest. Indeed, a phe-
nomenological approach proposed by Garrabos �12–14� dis-
plays an equivalent description of the preasymptotic domain,
using two-term Wegner-like expansions to reproduce the
master crossover behaviors observed for any one-component
fluid as a function of the master thermal field T*→0 along
the master critical isochore �H*=0�. In such a master de-
scription, the asymptotic renormalized fields T*→0 and
H*→0 are obtained by using appropriate scale dilatation of
the two relevant fluid variables, namely, the asymptotic re-
duced temperature distance to the critical temperature �	*

→0 and the asymptotic reduced ordering field distance to the
critical ordering field �h*→0 �in the pure fluid case, the
ordering field is proportional to a chemical potential differ-
ence; see below�. As already illustrated in Ref. �14�, when
selecting now the updated mean values �=0.630 387 5, �
=1.239 693 5, and �=0.501 89 �9,10� of the universal expo-
nents used for the mean crossover functions �see I�, all the
master crossover behaviors are asymptotically characterized
by the leading amplitude Z�+ related to the master correlation
length �qf

* �T*�, the leading amplitude Z�+, and the confluent
amplitude Z�1,+ related to the master susceptibility �qf

* �T*�, in
the homogeneous domain �T*�0�, along the critical isoch-
ore �H*=0�, in conformity with the above universal features
calculated from the massive renormalization scheme. A no-
ticeable interest from an experimental point of view comes
from the nature and the number of characteristic parameters
of each pure fluid since this asymptotic singular behavior is
thus entirely described using an energy unit, a length unit,
and two dimensionless numbers as scale factors. In addition,
all these four parameters are unequivocally defined from a
critical set Qc,ap̄

min = �Tc , pc ,vp̄,c ,�c�� made of four critical coor-

dinates �see below� of the liquid-gas critical point �we ignore
the quantum effects to simplify the presentation at this intro-
ductive level�. Moreover, the two dimensionless numbers act
in an analogous manner to the two-scale factors introduced
in the renormalization scheme. Then, the practical question is
how to modify the mean crossover functions to account ex-
actly for both the quantity and the nature of these character-
istic parameters of the one-component fluids. Formulated in
terms of the universal features calculated within the Ising-
like preasymptotic domain, the problem is to establish an
unambiguous link between the three-amplitude set SA

�MR�

= ��Z�
+�−1 , �Z�

+�−1 ,Z�
1,+� which characterizes the mean cross-

over functions calculated in the massive renormalization
scheme, and the three-amplitude set SA

�1f�= �Z�+ ,Z�+ ,Z�1,+�

which characterizes the two-term master crossover functions
valid for all one-component fluids. This paper addresses this
basic problem. Moreover, a correlated problem is to develop
a general method to identify, in the theoretical scheme, the
quantity and the nature of the free parameters needed by the
system-dependent description of the asymptotic singular be-
havior of any system belonging to the complete universality
class. This system-dependent parameter set, denoted Qc,th,
must then be mandatorily related to Qc,ap̄

min for the one-

component fluid case.
The introduction of the system-dependent parameter set

Qc,th for the practical use of the theoretical functions esti-
mated from the massive renormalization scheme was dis-
cussed in a detailed manner in Refs. �15�. More precisely, it
was shown in Ref. �16� and in I that the Ising-like universal
features �9�, accurately estimated in the Ising-like preasymp-
totic domain close to the nontrivial fixed point, require each
system to be characterized by introducing at least four pa-
rameters to describe the singular behavior along the thermo-
dynamic line equivalent to h=0.

Two of them are dimensional parameters, namely, the
critical temperature Tc, which acts as the energy unit �intro-
ducing the universal Boltzmann constant kB� to express the
Hamiltonian in dimensionless form, and the unknown in-
verse coupling constant �g0�−1 of the fourth-order term of the
dimensionless Hamiltonian. As a matter of fact, any Hamil-
tonian representative of a physical system at near criticality,
such as a one-component fluid near its liquid-vapor critical
point, is driven to the nontrivial fixed point under the action
of the renormalization transformations �4�. Due to the fact
that renormalizable field theories are short-distance insensi-
tive, universality emerges in a regime �
0�1 in which the
correlation length � is much larger than the physical micro-
scopic scale which plays the role of the inverse wave number
cutoff �
0�−1 in the renormalization scheme. This universal-
ity is non-mean-field-like in nature �at least for the three-
dimensional systems which are of present interest�, because
the actual molecular interaction range at the microscopic
scale of the physical system cannot be completely elimi-
nated. Implicitly, �
0�−1 remains the single natural length
unit in the theoretical scheme. Therefore, �g0�−1 takes a con-
venient length dimension at d=3 to act as the adjustable
length unit, and to express the physical correlation length in
dimensionless form.

The other two parameters are dimensionless coefficients,
namely, the scale factors � and �, which provide the
asymptotic analytical �linear� proportionality between the
two dimensionless physical fields �	*→0 and �h*→0 of
the Ising-like fluid and the two renormalized relevant fields
t→0 and h→0 of the �d=3

4 �n=1� model, respectively �3,4�
�using customary field notations�. In such an asymptotical
situation, the universal features close to the liquid-gas critical
point are estimated in conformity with the two-scale-factor
universality, using only theoretical values of two asymptotic
critical exponents and one confluent exponent as independent
exponents. We can select, for example, the above set
�� ,� ,��, already used in I. Introducing all these four adjust-
able parameters in the mean crossover functions �th�t� of the
correlation length and �th�t� of the susceptibility, it is then
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“theoretically” possible to determine a four-parameter set,
i.e., Qc,th= �Tc , �g0�−1 or �
0�−1 ,� ,��, by fitting the
asymptotic experimental behaviors of the correlation length
�expt��	*�0� and the isothermal compressibility
T,expt��	*�0� of the selected one-component fluid along its
critical isochore in the homogeneous domain �the thermody-
namic line equivalent to h=0 in the pure fluid case�.

However, the practical introduction of these four param-
eters in the fitting equations needs careful attention, except
for the critical temperature Tc, which is generally the “mea-
sured” value for the selected one-component fluid, leading to
the natural energy unit ��c�−1=kBTc by introducing the uni-
versal Boltzmann constant kB. Conversely, the finite scale
�
0�−1, or the coupling constant �g0�−1, is generally unknown
for a real microscopic interaction at short-range distance in
pure fluids. Then, the unambiguous choice of a single micro-
scopic length unit to make dimensionless the thermodynamic
variables remains open. Simultaneously, the macroscopic
size L of the fluid sample where the singular behaviors are
“measured” should be larger than �, i.e., L��→�, and spe-
cial attention to account for the extensive nature of the ther-
modynamic properties of the physical system is also needed.
Moreover, thanks to the general point of view of the thermo-
dynamics for three-dimensional systems, the dimensionless
forms of any physical density variable X /V �where X is the
total extensive variable and V�Ld is the total volume of the
system� can be obtained without reference to the unknown
wavelength numbers g0 or 
0 defined at the critical point.
Indeed, introducing the total amount of matter N �or the total
mass M =Nmp̄, where mp̄ is the mass of the particle, while
the subscript p̄ refers to a particle property� of a system
filling a total volume V, the dimensionless order parameter
conjugated to the dimensionless ordering field can always be
defined if the amount of matter in a reference volume is
known �here the reference volume can be chosen, for ex-
ample, as the volume of a mole, a particle, a cell lattice, a
mass unit of matter, etc.�. Therefore, any reference length a0,
defined such that n0 is the amount of matter in the volume
�a0�d, can be used as the explicit length unit for the thermo-
dynamic and correlation functions. As a result, when Tc and
a0 are known, the nondimensional singular description of
each three-dimensional simple fluid is closed, and its particu-
lar isochoric behavior is characterized by a constant amount
of matter filling the volume �a0�d. Thus, the use of the mas-
sive renormalization results generates a third adjustable di-
mensionless scale factor—namely uf

*, such as uf
*=g0a0 �see

I�—which relates the dimensionless correlation length
���	*� /a0 of the physical system to the corresponding di-
mensionless theoretical function �th�t� derived from the mas-
sive renormalization scheme. As a correlated result, when a0
takes its physical sense as representing the effective range of
the microscopic molecular interaction between the n0 par-
ticles, i.e., a0� �
0�−1, while n0 is proportional to the coor-
dination number, the Ising-like singular nature of the physi-
cal system can be characterized by a set SSF

�MR�= �uf
* ,� ,�� of

three dimensionless scale factors, which complements the
dimensional set �Tc ,a0 ,n0� needed to express thermody-
namic functions in their appropriate dimensionless forms for
a comparison with theoretical functions. However, in such a

three-dimensionless-parameter characterization of the physi-
cal system, it is then essential to recall that the theoretical
estimations of the universal features are valid only within the
Ising-like preasymptotic domain. In this well-defined
asymptotic situation, each dimensionless theoretical function
which represents a complete Wegner-like expansion of an
infinite number of terms can be approximated by its re-
stricted two-term form, to provide the universal features re-
lated to only three independent critical exponents �i.e., our
selected set �� ,� ,���.

Indeed, in the 1970s, it was clearly shown by experimen-
talists that the singular properties of pure fluids close to their
liquid-gas critical point were satisfied by power laws with
universal features comparable to the ones estimated for the
uniaxial three-dimensional Ising system used as a predictive
model �for a review, see for example �17��. It was then re-
vealed that two independent leading amplitudes, attached to
the universal values of two independent critical exponents,
are the only two fluid-dependent parameters needed to char-
acterize the asymptotic singular behavior of each one-
component fluid. Therefore, selecting the dimensional corre-
lation length ���	*� and the dimensionless isothermal
compressibility T

*��	*�= pcT,expt��	*� in the homogeneous
domain ��	*�0� along the critical isochore, each Ising-like
critical fluid can then be characterized by the related leading
amplitudes �0

+ and �+ �introducing the critical pressure pc and
using standard notations for critical fluids �11��. This
asymptotic situation was in conformity with the two-scale-
factor universality expected for all systems, with short-
ranged interaction, and which have an isolated transition
point.

Correspondingly, it was demonstrated �18� that the two-
scale-factor universality related to the Ising-like nature of the
critical phenomena in pure fluids is “observed” in a very
limited range of temperature and densities around their
liquid-gas critical points. Obviously, since the asymptotic
critical domain associated with this limit is so narrow that it
is difficult to achieve experimentally, it was fundamental to
account for the possible nonuniversal character of the system
through the confluent singularities in the corrections to scal-
ing �5� �ignoring here the background contributions, which
are significant only in the case of the specific heat �16��. That
leads to express the singular properties as truncated forms of
the Wegner-like series. That precisely corresponds to the
Ising-like limit of the asymptotic crossover mentioned just
above and investigated in detail in the renormalization
theory, where the resummation of the Wegner-like expan-
sions should yield complete crossover functions from
asymptotic �Ising-like� critical behavior to the classical
�mean-field� critical behavior. Different theoretical ap-
proaches have been adopted by many investigators to obtain
solutions resumming the complete Wegner series �see, for
example, a review in Ref. �7� for their application to the fluid
case�. The practical results essentially depend on the ap-
proximations used in the renormalization scheme and the
way the cutoff effects are taken into account. However, as in
I, we do not consider here the resulting differences, for ex-
ample, from the implicit forms of the crossover functions
determined by the minimal subtraction renormalization
scheme �19�, except to show in Appendix A that the well-
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defined Ising-like limit can be accounted for in a similar
manner. Indeed, despite these technical differences in treat-
ing the asymptotic crossover, the Ising-like universal feature
was related to the lowest confluent exponent � where only
one �fluid-dependent� confluent amplitude is needed to char-
acterize the first-order term of the confluent correction to
scaling �5�. Therefore, in a fluid characterization where the
leading amplitudes �0

+ and �+ are selected as independent
leading amplitudes in conformity with the asymptotic two-
scale-factor universality, it was necessary to add, for ex-
ample, the confluent amplitude a�

+ of the first-order correc-
tion term for the susceptibility �related to the confluent
amplitude a�

+ of the correlation length by the mean universal
value of the ratio a�

+ /a�
+=0.679 19 �9��. The resulting ampli-

tude set ��0
+ ,�+ ,a�

+� defines the complete asymptotic cross-
over of each one-component fluid within the Ising-like preas-
ymptotic domain. Obviously, when an explicit length scale
unit denoted �c=kBTc / pc �see below� is used in addition to
the energy scale unit ��c�−1=kBTc to provide the dimension-
less description of the fluid thermodynamic properties, the
corresponding dimensionless form of the correlation length
is �*��	*�=���	*� /�c, with a resulting dimensionless lead-
ing amplitude �+=�0

+ /�c. The three dimensionless-amplitude
set SA= ��+ ,�+ ,a�

+� is Ising-like equivalent �in quantity and
nature� to the previous scale factor set SSF

�MR�= �uf
* ,� ,�� used

to characterize the Ising-like critical behavior within the
preasymptotic domain of each Ising-like system. For an un-
ambiguous understanding of the notation, we recall that a
quantity denoted with an open-font capital letter refers to the
mean crossover functions, a quantity denoted with a script
capital letter refers to the master crossover functions, and a
quantity with an italic capital letter refers to the physical
functions, while the subscripts A or SF in a parameter set
notation distinguish the nature �amplitude or scale factor� of
the parameters. In a complementary manner, the superscripts
�MR� or �1f� in a set notation distinguish the parameters
which are needed for use of the mean crossover functions or
the master crossover functions, respectively. By convenient
extension to simplify our presentation, the complete Ising-
like universality class with d=3 and n=1 is labeled the
��3�1�� class, while the one-component fluid “subclass”
made of all one-component fluids is labeled the �1f� sub-
class, with the obvious relation �1f� subclass ���3�1�� class.

As recalled in I, this three-dimensionless-parameter de-
scription of the asymptotic singular behavior of the correla-
tion length and the susceptibility of xenon was studied �16�
using the crossover functions initially derived by Bagnuls
and Bervillier �15� from the massive renormalization
scheme. The dimensionless parameter uf

*, such that uf
*

=g0�c, was obtained precisely, introducing �c= �kBTc / pc�1/d

as a length unit. In this pioneering study of the crossover, for
the first time the minimal quantity �three� of Ising-like non-
universal dimensionless parameters of xenon was introduced
as a set of a single dimensionless wavelength �defined at the
critical point�, and two dimensionless scale factors express-
ing the analytical approximation between the two relevant
scaling �thermal-like t and magneticlike h� fields and the
corresponding physical ��	* and �h*� fields �3,4�. Subse-
quently, theoretical and numerical approaches applied to the

asymptotic crossover description of the singular behavior ob-
served in pure fluids have confirmed this characterization
with three dimensionless parameters �see, for example, Refs.
�20–25� and the review in Ref. �7��. For example, after the
appropriate introduction of two fluid-dependent factors in
conformity with the two-scale-factor universality, it is now
well established that any theoretical function which fits the
temperature dependence of the effective critical exponent
along the critical isochore may be made universal by simply
rescaling the temperature distance to the critical temperature,
as initially proposed by Kouvel and Fisher �26� who intro-
duced a single crossover temperature scale �	X

*. Today, the
unsolved problems in these theoretical approaches remain
the validity of the linear approximations of two relevant
fields �which correctly introduce the two system-dependent
scale factors�, the importance of the neglected analytical and
nonanalytical corrections, and, more generally, the estima-
tion of the extension range in temperature and densities
around the liquid gas critical point where the Ising-like uni-
versal features should be observed.

To complete the above introduction of the nonuniversal
character of the asymptotic crossover in pure fluids, we also
recall that, at the beginning of the 1980s, the description of
the behavior of the singular thermodynamic properties at fi-
nite distance from the liquid-gas critical point was also made
using the theoretical formulation of the nonasymptotic cross-
over from a regime of Ising-like scaled behavior to another
regime in which the critical anomalies due to large fluctua-
tions are ignored �7,27–31�. The common attempt to address
this problem was based on the classical-to-critical crossover
description of the free energy density. Indeed, this approach
is useful for better understanding of crossover critical phe-
nomena in complex fluids where the character of the cross-
over reflects an interplay between Ising-like universality
caused by long-range fluctuations and a specific supramo-
lecular structure characterized by an additional nanoscopic or
mesoscopic length scale �which can then differ significantly
from �
0�−1�. Therefore, while the Ising-like two-scale-factor
universality was similarly accounted for by introducing the
two dimensionless parameters of proportionality between the
respective relevant �physical and renormalized� fields �for
example ct ���� and c� ���� in the notation of Refs.
�27,28��, the fundamental difference with the asymptotic
crossover description comes from the introduction of two
independent dimensionless parameters �for example, ū and 

in the notation of Ref. �30��, in order to control this nonas-
ymptotic crossover character in complex fluids. However, in
an application related to the pure fluid case, it is not neces-
sary to introduce an additional mesoscopic length scale to
account for the realistic microscopic situation in one-
component fluids �32�. Such pure fluids can then be assimi-
lated to Lennard-Jones-like fluids when they are made of
atoms or highly centrosymmetrical molecules, or to short-
distance associating fluids when they include more sophisti-
cated short-range molecular interactions between unsym-
metrical molecules, polar molecules, bondinglike molecules,
etc. Moreover, the representation of the experimental phase
surface of any pure fluid by a van der Waals–like equation of
state is not accurate either close to or far away from the
critical point �since the van der Waals equation of state is
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theoretically justified only for infinite range of the molecular
interaction�. As a final result, the fluid-dependent parameters
needed to describe the classical behavior of the free energy
density have no quantitative significance. The nonuniversal
complexity of each pure fluid was then accounted for by
introducing a significant number of adjustable parameters
whose coupling with the two dimensionless crossover pa-
rameters ū and 
 cannot be completely defined. Therefore, in
spite of the correct introduction of a crossover function in the
definition of variables and thermodynamic potentials, the
only well-founded theoretical challenge of the nonasymp-
totic crossover applied to one-component fluids remains to
account for the correct Ising-like universal features with a
single crossover scale. The uniqueness of the crossover scale
can thus be defined by introducing an arbitrary fixed value of
the product ū
 �31�. The set �ū �or 
� ,ct ,c�� appears “Ising-
like” equivalent to the set �uf

* ,� ,��. This nonasymptotic
crossover �which thus must match the asymptotic critical
crossover close to the Wilson-Fisher fixed point �33�� does
not have to be completely solved in regard to the most recent
theoretical predictions of universal exponents �9,34� and uni-
versal amplitude ratios �9,10�. Moreover, the introduction of
the single crossover parameter, which is then related to the
mean-field concept of the Ginzburg number �29�, adds con-
ceptual difficulties to understanding the role of real micro-
scopic parameters in controlling a true rescaled universal be-
havior in the whole crossover region �2,6,35�.

Finally, since the van der Waals doctoral dissertation in
1873, the real difficulty for scientists interested in liquid-gas
critical phenomena in pure fluids comes from the nonclassi-
cal �i.e., renormalizable� theories, which are not able to pre-
dict the location of the critical point, while the classical theo-
ries provide an incorrect location. This difficulty has
generated a crucial experimental challenge where the deter-
mination of the two characteristic leading amplitudes and the
characteristic crossover parameter of each pure fluid, and
alternatively, but equivalently, the localization of its liquid-
gas critical point on the p ,V ,T phase surface, remains man-
datory.

Based on this recurrent situation, an alternative phenom-
enological way to characterize the asymptotic singular be-
havior of the one-component fluids was also formulated by
Garrabos �12� as follows: “If you are able to locate a single
liquid-gas critical point on the experimental p ,vp̄ ,T phase
surface of a fluid particle of mass mp̄, then you are also able
to describe the asymptotic crossover around this isolated
point.” p is the pressure, T is the temperature, vp̄=V /N
=mp̄ /� is the volume of the particle, and � is the �mass�
density. Accordingly, a minimal set Qc,ap̄

min made of four criti-

cal coordinates �12� �see below, Eq. �1��, provides unequivo-
cal determination of four �two dimensional and two dimen-
sionless� scale factors �see below, Eqs. �3�–�7��. Then a scale
dilatation method of the physical fields can be used to ob-
serve and quantify the master �i.e., unique� asymptotic cross-
over behavior of the �1f� subclass �13,14�. The two dimen-
sional critical parameters, i.e., ��c�−1 and �c, take appropriate
energy and length dimensions, respectively, to reduce the
physical variables, the thermodynamic functions, and the
correlation functions. The two dimensionless critical num-

bers, denoted Yc and Zc, are well-defined characteristic pa-
rameters of the critical interaction cell of volume ��c�d. An
additional adjustable parameter, denoted 
qe

* , accounts for
quantum effects in light fluids at the critical temperature
�36�. Conversely, when Qc,ap̄

min and 
qe
* are known for the se-

lected fluid, the asymptotic master behavior characterized by
three master �i.e., constant� amplitudes is used to calculate
the amplitude set SA= ��+ ,�+ ,a�

+� which characterizes the
asymptotic singular behavior of this fluid. In addition to this
intrinsic predictive power, another important characteristic
attached to the scale dilatation method was the Ising-like
analogy in its formal introduction of the two dimensionless
scale factors Yc and Zc and the corresponding ones � and �
introduced by linear approximations in the massive renor-
malization scheme. The resulting explicit links between Yc
and � on the one hand, and between Zc and � on the other
hand, are the basic tools expected for easy experimental
analysis.

As a matter of fact, for each selected fluid belonging to
the �1f� subclass, this analogy can be useful to provide ex-
plicit estimation of the unknown scale factor set SA

�MR�

= �uf
* ,� ,�� �or ��g0�−1 ,� ,��� of the theoretical crossover

functions �then using the thermodynamic length scale unit �c
of the selected one-component fluid as a reference length a0�.
Especially in the case of the unique form of the mean theo-
retical functions estimated in I, which incorporates the error-
bar propagation of the minimum and maximum crossover
functions reconsidered in �10�, we can formulate an unam-
biguous modification of each theoretical crossover function
valid for the ��3�1�� class to exactly match the master two-
term Wegner-like expansion valid within the Ising-like preas-
ymptotic domain of the �1f� subclass. Such a modified for-
mulation was used to study the correlation length in the
homogeneous domain of seven one-component fluids �37�,
the squared capillary length in the nonhomogeneous domain
of 20 one-component fluids �38�, and practical parachor cor-
relations �i.e., equations expressing surface tension as a
power law of the density difference between coexisting gas
and liquid phases� �39�.

The main objective of the present paper is to achieve the
complete formulation of these master crossover functions
that describe the master singular behavior of the �1f� sub-
class, introducing only three well-defined dimensionless
numbers to modify the mean crossover functions given in I.
For this study, the analytical relations between the relevant
scaling fields of the theoretical and master descriptions must
be defined, demonstrating an unambiguous link between the
experimental critical coordinate set Qc,ap̄

min = �Tc , pc ,vp̄,c ,�c��
�or Qc

min= ���c�−1 ,�c ,Zc ,Yc��, and the “free” parameter set
SA

�MR�= �uf
* ,� ,�� obtained when the energy and length units

are ��c�−1 and �c, respectively, i.e., Qc,th= �Tc ,�c ,uf
* ,� ,��.

As a final result of predictive interest, when the experimental
critical set Qc,ap̄

min is known, the asymptotic behavior of any

singular part of the thermodynamic properties must be cal-
culated using these master crossover functions without any
adjustable parameter, in conformity with the two-scale-factor
universality predicted by the massive renormalization
scheme and in agreement with the phenomenological expec-
tation of Garrabos.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II the master
description of the universal features within the Ising-like
preasymptotic domain is recalled. In Sec. III, a brief presen-
tation of the theoretical crossover functions for the correla-
tion length and the susceptibility in the homogeneous phase
is given to demonstrate the analytical matching with the mas-
ter singular behavior provided by the scale dilatation method.
Introducing a set �denoted SSF

�1f�= ���1f� ,L�1f� ,��1f��� of three
well-defined dimensionless scale factors which characterizes
the �1f� subclass, the unequivocal link between the set
SA

�MR�= ��Z�
+�−1 , �Z�

+�−1 ,Z�
1,+� of three theoretical amplitudes,

which characterizes the ��3�1�� universality class, and the
set SA

�1f�= �Z�+ ,Z�+ ,Z�1,+� of three master amplitudes, which
characterizes the �1f� subclass, is given before concluding in
Sec. IV. Two appendixes deal with, first, a similar result ob-
tained with other one-parameter crossover models, and, sec-
ond, the determination of the crossover parameter beyond the
preasymptotic domain using the well-known linear model of
the parametric equation of state with effective exponents.

II. MASTER SINGULAR DESCRIPTION OF THE
ONE-COMPONENT FLUID SUBCLASS

We recall hereafter the main information given in Refs.
�12,13�, where it was hypothesized that the raw materials
needed to characterize nonquantum fluid critical phenomena
are “localized” at the liquid-gas critical point �the supple-
mentary information to characterize quantum fluids is given
in Ref. �36�; see also below, Eqs. �9� and �10��. Starting from
the four critical coordinates of this critical point, we define
the four scale factors which are needed to unambiguously
determine the three dimensionless amplitudes that character-
ize the Ising-like preasymptotic domain of each one-
component fluid. In the following, we show the master sin-
gular behavior of the isothermal compressibility, applying
the scale dilatation method to the related physical quantities.
That completes the master singular behavior of the correla-
tion length �37� and closes the master singular description of
the �1f� subclass in conformity with the two-scale-factor uni-
versality of the ��3�1�� universality class.

A. The minimal set of critical parameters

The minimal set of four critical coordinates needed to
localize the single liquid-gas critical point and its tangent
plane on the experimental phase surface of the normalized
equation of state �ap̄

p �p ,vp̄ ,T�=0 reads as follows:

Qc,ap̄

min = �Tc,pc,vp̄,c,�c�� , �1�

where vp̄,c=V /Nc=mp̄ /�c is the critical volume per particle
�V is the total volume, Nc is the total critical number of
particles, and �c is the critical density�, and

�c� = � �p

�T
	

vp̄=vp̄,c;T=Tc

= �dpsat

dT
	

T=Tc

�2�

is the common critical direction at the critical point, of the
critical isochore and the saturation pressure curve of equation

Psat�T� in the p ;T diagram. �c� is related to the Riedel factor
�40�, �R,c= �d log psat /d log T�T=Tc

, through the relation �R,c

= �Tc / pc��c�. The subscript c refers to a critical quantity. From
Eq. �1�, we can construct a more convenient set,

Qc
min = ���c�−1,�c,Yc,Zc� , �3�

making use of the following four scale factors:

��c�−1 = kBTc � �energy� , �4�

�c = � kBTc

pc
	1/d

� �length� , �5�

Zc =
pcvp̄,c

kBTc
� �dimensionless� , �6�

Yc = ��c�
Tc

Pc
	 − 1 � �dimensionless� . �7�

��c�−1 and �c are used to express dimensionless quantities.
�c is a measure of the effective range of the microscopic
short-range molecular interaction �Lennard-Jones-like in na-
ture� �32�. Zc is the critical compression factor, while Yc
=�R,c−1. In the above dimensionless form of the thermody-
namic functions normalized per particle, 1 /Zc is the number
of particles in the volume

vc,I = ��c�d, �8�

which corresponds to the volume of the critical interaction
cell �12�.

This actual set Qc
min �made of measured critical param-

eters� refers to the characteristic range of the microscopic
molecular interaction in “classical” �i.e., nonquantum� fluids
�here the molecular interaction range is measured by �c of
Eq. �5��. To include quantum fluids in the one-component
fluid subclass �36�, we need the phenomenological introduc-
tion of a supplementary adjustable parameter, denoted 
qe

* ,
which accounts for the quantum effects at this microscopic
length scale of the effective molecular interaction. The �di-
mensionless� parameter 
qe

* �36� is given by


qe
* = 1 + �c �9�

with

�c = �q,f

T,c

�c
. �10�

�q,f �with �q,f�0�, is thus a nonuniversal adjustable number
which accounts for statistical contributions due to the nature
�boson, fermion, etc.� of the quantum particle. 
T,c
=hP / �2�mp̄kBTc�1/2 is the de Broglie thermal wave vector at
T=Tc, and hP is the Planck constant �the subscript P is here
added to make a distinction from the theoretical ordering
field noted h�.

B. Thermodynamic characterization
of the critical interaction cell

We introduce the �mass� density variable �=Nmp̄ /V
=mp̄ /vp̄ and we consider the usual compression factor
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Z =
pV

NkBT
=

pmp̄

�kBT
�11�

generally expressed in thermodynamic textbooks �41� as a
function Z�T* , �̃� of the two dimensionless variables T*

=T /Tc and �̃=� /�c. Here we note the distinction underlined
by using a superscript asterisk for a dimensionless quantity
obtained only from ��c�−1 and �c units, and a tilde for a
dimensionless quantity which can refer to a specific amount
of matter, by introducing then the critical density �c
=mp̄ /vp̄,c. In practice, the two dimensionless critical param-
eters

yp̄,c
* = 
� �Z

�T*	
�̃=�̃c

�
CP

= YcZc, �12�

zp̄,c
* = 
� �Z

� �̃
	

T*=Tc
*�

CP

= − Zc �13�

are the two preferred directions �42� of the characteristic sur-
face related to the total grand potential J�T ,V ,�p̄�, expressed
per particle. �p̄ is the chemical potential per particle related
to the specific �i.e., per mass unit� chemical potential �� by
��=�p̄ /mp̄ �the subscript � refers to a specific property�.
Therefore, it is essential to note that yp̄,c

* =YcZc and zp̄,c
* =

−Zc are the dimensionless forms of two characteristic mo-
lecular �i.e., per particle� quantities.

As a matter of fact, when we consider the thermodynamic
description of a one-component fluid at constant volume of
matter, the total grand potential J�T ,V ,�p̄�=−p�T ,�p̄�V
takes, alternatively but equivalently, the role of the total
Gibbs free energy G�T , p ,N�=�p̄�T , p�N usually considered
in the thermodynamic description of a one-component fluid
of a constant amount of matter. The external pressure
p�T ,�p̄�=−J /V of the container maintained at constant vol-
ume, in contact with a particle reservoir, is then the thermo-
dynamic potential equivalent to the molecular chemical po-
tential �p̄�T , p�=G /N of the fluid at constant amount of
matter, in contact with a volume reservoir. Therefore, consid-
ering the normalization per particle of the thermodynamic
description of a one-component fluid at constant volume
�i.e., vp̄=const�, the molecular �i.e., per particle� grand po-
tential reads jp̄,vp̄=const�T�=−p�T ,�p̄�vp̄. Using the associated

opposite Massieu form, zp̄,vp̄=const=−��jp̄,vp̄=const� /T�, and the

universal Boltzmann constant kB as unique unit, we obtain
the following dimensionless form:

zp̄,vp̄=const
* =

zp̄,vp̄=const

kB
=

p�T,�p̄�vp̄

kBT
� Z , �14�

which demonstrates that the compression factor Z of a con-
stant amount of fluid matter maintained at constant volume
�i.e., a one-component fluid monitored by the temperature
along an isochore� is indeed a dimensionless molecular
potential �43�. For the critical filling N=Nc of this iso-
choric container, we obtain −��jp̄,vp̄=const� /T�N=Nc

* =Z�̃=1

��p* /T*�vp̄,c
* = �Tc / Pc��p�T� /T��=�c

Zc. Here, �p�T� /T��=�c
acts as a first characteristic �i.e., independent� equation of

state for a critical isochoric fluid, where the two extensive
variables V and Nc are fixed �i.e., a critical fluid at �̃=1
in contact with a thermostat �i.e., an energy reservoir� of
constant energy kBT�. Multiplying the particle property yp̄,c

*

by the number of particles 1 /Zc in the critical interaction
cell, it appears that the critical quantity Yc
= ����p* /T*� /�T*�vp̄=vp̄,c

�CP is readily a characteristic param-

eter of the critical interaction cell.
Now considering a critical isothermal fluid where the two

variables V and Tc are fixed �i.e., a critical fluid at T*=1,
filling a constant total volume V=const, thermostated at con-
stant critical energy kBTc, in contact with a particle reser-
voir�, we obtain −��jp̄,V=const /T��T=Tc

* =ZT*=1��p* /1�vp̄
*

= �1 /kB���p��p̄��T=Tc
/Tc�vp̄. Here, �p��p̄� /T�T=Tc

acts as a
second characteristic �i.e., independent� equation of state for
a critical isothermal one-component fluid. In such a thermo-
stated container at fixed total volume, we underline the fact
that the only independent extensive variable to monitor the
thermodynamic fluid state is the number of particles N which
fixes the equilibrium mean value of the molecular chemical
potential �p̄. For N=Nc, at T*=1 �i.e., the critical point con-
dition�, the critical chemical potential per particle takes the
value �p̄,c, such that �zp̄,vp̄=vp̄,c

* �T=Tc
= pc��p̄,c�vp̄,c /kBTc=Zc.

Within the critical interaction cell filled with 1 /Zc particles,
the normalized grand potential takes the master critical value
�1 /Z�c�zp̄,vp̄=vp̄,c

* �T=Tc
=1.

Therefore, as an essential microscopic meaning related to
Eq. �8�, we note that the critical set Qc

min of Eq. �3� charac-
terizes the master thermodynamic information contained in
the critical interaction cell volume of each one-component
fluid at the critical point.

Finally, we summarize the two main constraints for the
thermodynamic description of a one-component fluid near its
gas-liquid critical point.

�i� The dimensionless reduction of the variables is man-
datorily made by using the two dimensional factors ��c�−1

and �c of Eqs. �4� and �5�, respectively �see also Ref. �11��.
�ii� The thermodynamic properties expressed per particle

are better suited to understand the microscopic nature of the
two dimensionless numbers Yc and Zc. That permits also to
estimate easily a dimensionless property which refers to the
corresponding dimensionless property of the critical interac-
tion cell. Then the thermodynamic origin of the correspond-
ing dimensionless master �i.e., unique� constants is well
identified.

C. The relevant physical fields crossing
the liquid-gas critical point

Such a constrained dimensionless thermodynamic de-
scription is appropriately obtained from the grand canonical
statistical distribution, considering a one-component fluid in
contact with a “particle-energy” reservoir maintained at con-
stant total volume V. Selecting the thermodynamic nature
�fixing either the energy level kBT or the particle amount N�
of the reservoir reaching the critical point �at either constant
critical density, or constant critical temperature�, the normal-
ized thermodynamic potential is then related to the intensive
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quantities �p�T� /T��=�c
or �p��p̄� /T�T=Tc

. In addition to the
temperature variable conjugated to the total entropy, the
other natural �intensive� variable is the chemical potential
per particle �p̄, conjugated to the natural fluctuating total
number of particles N �leading to the fluctuating number den-
sity n=N /V�. Therefore, the two relevant physical fields, ei-
ther to express the finite distance to the critical point, or to
cross it, along the critical isochore and along the critical
isotherm, are

�	* = kB�c�T − Tc� �15�

and

�h* = �c��p̄ − �p̄,c� , �16�

respectively. Using the thermodynamic description per par-
ticle, the order parameter density is then proportional to the
critical number density difference n−nc �nc=Nc /V is the
critical number density�, and the associated dimensionless
order parameter density is given by �13,44�

�m* = �n − nc���c�d. �17�

We retrieve the distinction �using asterisk or tilde�, either
between �h* �see Eq. �16�� and the reduced specific chemi-
cal potential difference

��̃ = ��� − ��,c�
�c

pc
, �18�

or between �m* �see Eq. �17�� and the reduced density dif-
ference:

��̃ =
� − �c

�c
, �19�

where ��̃ and ��̃ were customarily defined in a critical fluid
description using specific properties and practical dimension-
less variables x̃=x /xc �see, for example, Refs. �7,17�. The
corresponding relations can be expressed as follows:

�h* = Zc��̃ , �20�

�m* =
1

Zc
��̃ , �21�

which show that the dimensionless isothermal susceptibili-
ties �T

*= ����m*� /���h*��T* and �̃T= �����̃� /����̃��T̃ differ
by a factor �1 /Zc�2. Equations �20� and �21� illustrate the
primary role of Zc in the dimensionless form of thermody-
namics, due to the fact that �Zc�−1, i.e., the particle number
within the critical interaction cell volume, is then equivalent
to n0 and accounts for extensivity of the critical fluid.

D. The scale dilatation method for the ˆ1f‰ subclass

The scale dilatation method �13,14,36� uses explicit ana-
lytical transformations of each physical field �	* and �h*

given by the equations

Tqf
* � T* = Yc�	* , �22�

Hqf
* = �
qe

* �2H* = �
qe
* �2�Zc�−d/2�h* , �23�

where Tqf
* �T* is the renormalized thermal field, and Hqf

* is
the renormalized ordering field. The subscript “qf” distin-
guishes between a quantity that refers to a quantum fluid
�i.e., 
qe

* �1� and one that refers to a nonquantum fluid �i.e.,

qe

* =1� �36�. Accordingly, the analytic transformation be-
tween the physical order parameter density �m* and the
renormalized order parameter density Mqf

* , reads as follows
�13,36,44�:

Mqf
* = 
qe

* M* = 
qe
* �Zc�d/2�m* . �24�

Introducing then the dimensionless correlation length �*

=� /�c, the renormalized correlation length �qf
* is given by

the equation

�qf
* = �
qe

* �−1�* = �
qe
* �−1�*, �25�

which preserves the same length unit for thermodynamic and
correlation functions �with �*��* for the nonquantum fluid
case�.

The master asymptotic singular behavior of �qf
* �T*� was

studied in �37�. Specifically, when Tqf
* →0 within the preas-

ymptotic domain, the observed asymptotic divergence of �qf
*

was represented by the following �two-term� Wegner expan-
sion:

�qf
* = Z�+�T*�−��1 + Z�1,+�T*��� �26�

where �=0.630 387 5 and �=0.501 89 �9�. The leading am-
plitude Z�+=0.5729 and the first confluent amplitude Z�1,+

=0.38 have master �i.e., unique� values for the �1f� subclass.
The associated asymptotic singular behavior of the physical
correlation length was given by

�expt��	*� = �0
+��	*�−��1 + a�

+��	*��� . �27�

The term-to-term comparison of �master� Eq. �26� and
�physical� Eq. �27�, results in the following amplitude com-
binations:

�0
+

�c
= �+ = 
qe

* �Yc�−�Z�+, �28�

a�
+ = Z�1,+�Yc��. �29�

Applying now the scale dilatation method to any physical
�thermodynamic� property P��	*�, the master singular be-
havior for the renormalized �thermodynamic� property
Pqf

* �T*� can also be observed and represented within the
preasymptotic domain by the restricted expansion

Pqf
* = ZP

��T*�−eP�1 + ZP
1,��T*��� , �30�

where ZP
� and ZP

1� are two master constants for any one-
component fluid. Therefore, to close the master description
in conformity with the universal features estimated within
this Ising-like preasymptotic domain, i.e., to have only three
independent master amplitudes among Z�+, Z�1,+, ZP

�, and
ZP

1�, we complete the representation of the master correla-
tion length with the one of the master susceptibility Xqf

* ob-
tained from the master order parameter density Mqf

* and
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master ordering field Hqf
* , using the thermodynamic defini-

tion Xqf
* = ��Mqf

* /�Hqf
* �T*. Xqf

* is related to the dimensionless
isothermal susceptibility �T

*= ����m*� /���h*���	* by the fol-
lowing equations:

Xqf
* = �
qe

* �2−d�T
* = �
qe

* �2−d�Zc�d�T
*. �31�

As previously mentioned for the critical isochore case,
�T

*�nc
*�= �̃T��̃=1� / �Zc�2, while �̃T��̃=1��T

*��̃=1� �with �̃T

= �����̃� /����̃���	*= ��̃�2T
*�, where T

* is the dimensionless
isothermal compressibility T

*= �1 /�c��c�d���1 /����� /�p�T�
= pcT �with T= �1 /����� /�p�T�. Therefore, the master sus-
ceptibility can also be related to the dimensionless isother-
mal compressibility by

Xqf
* = �
qe

* �2−dZcT
*. �32�

The master asymptotic singular behavior of Xqf
* reads as fol-

lows:

Xqf
* = Z�+�T*�−��1 + Z�1,+�T*��� �33�

where �=1.239 593 5 �9�. The master values of the leading
and confluent amplitudes are Z�+=0.119 75 and Z�1,+=0.555,
respectively, where the universal value of the confluent am-
plitude ratio Z�1,+ /Z�1,+=0.679 19 is given in Ref. �10�. The
associated asymptotic singular behavior of the isothermal
compressibility reads as follows:

T,expt
* ��	*� = �+��	*�−��1 + a�

+��	*��� . �34�

The term-to-term comparison of �master� Eq. �33� and
�physical� Eq. �34� leads to the following amplitude estima-
tions:

�+ = �
qe
* �d−2�Zc�−1�Yc�−�Z�+, �35�

a�
+ = Z�1,+�Yc��, �36�

with

Z�1,+

Z�1,+ =
a�

+

a�
+ = 0.679 19. �37�

The expected asymptotic collapse of the fluid susceptibil-
ity on a master curve due to the scale dilatation method is
illustrated in Fig. 1 �log-log scale�. The raw data are reported
in Fig. 1�a� to easily distinguish between singular behavior
of T �expressed in Pa−1� as a function of T−Tc �expressed in
K� for each one-component fluid �see the fluid color key
inserted in Fig. 1�c��. Figure 1�b� illustrates the differences
between the corresponding dimensionless behaviors T

*��	*�
and confirms the failure of results provided by the two-
parameter corresponding state principle. This figure also
shows the failure of mean-field-like behavior predicted from
the van der Waals �vdW� equation of state, which is here
represented by the black full curve of equation
T,vdW

* ��	*��vdW=�vdW
+ = 1

6 , with �vdW=�MF=1. On the other
hand, Fig. 1�c� demonstrates the collapse of Xqf

* �T*� on a
master curve where the scatter corresponds to the estimated
T precision �5–10 % � for each fluid. We underline the com-
bination of the “scaling” and “extensive” roles of the char-

acteristic factor Zc in the renormalization �see Eqs. �31� and
�32�� of the ordinate axis of Fig. 1�c� �compare, for example,
with Fig. 3 of Ref. �21� or with Fig. 2 of Ref. �23��. The
complementary materials for complete analysis of this Fig.
1�c� will be given below and in Appendix B.

Adding the correlation length results given in Fig. 1c of
Ref. �37� to the present isothermal susceptibility results, we
have closed the asymptotic master behavior generated by the
scale dilatation method, in conformity with the universal fea-
tures of the Ising-like systems, as illustrated by the results
given in Table I. As a matter of fact, knowing Z�+=0.5729,
Z�+=0.11975, and Z�1,+=0.555, all the values of the master
amplitudes given in columns 3 and 5 of Table I have been
calculated only using universal values of amplitude ratios
and amplitude combinations estimated by the renormaliza-
tion scheme �for their numerical values, see the related Table
II below�. In addition, knowing the four critical point coor-
dinates of any pure fluid, the values of the physical ampli-
tudes of any two-term Wegner-like expansion can be calcu-
lated from the relations given in columns 7 and 8 of Table I.

We summarize the main interest of this Ising-like master
description of the �1f� subclass in relation to our Introduc-
tion �and our selected set �� ;� ;�� of three independent uni-
versal exponents�. We have successively introduced the fol-
lowing sets.

�i� The physical dimensionless amplitude set

SA = �a�
+;�+;�+� �38�

which characterizes the physical Ising-like universal features
of each selected pure fluid having the critical set �Qc

min;
qe
* �.

�ii� The corresponding dimensionless scale factor set

SSF
�1f� = �Yc;Zc;
qe

* � �39�

which characterizes the master �i.e., unique� features of the
critical interaction cell of each selected pure fluid having
��c�−1 and �c as energy and length units, respectively.

�iii� The master dimensionless amplitude set

SA
�1f� = �Z�1,+ = 0.555

Z�+ = 0.5729

Z�+ = 0.11975
� �40�

which characterizes the master Ising-like universal features
of the �1f� subclass. The three independent relations. i.e.,
Eqs. �28�, �35�, and �36�, connecting these three previous
sets, can be written in the following condensed functional
form:

SA
�1f� = �SA� U�SSF

�1f�����c�−1,�c,
qe
* , �41�

where the function U�SSF
�1f�� takes a universal scaling form of

the two �fluid-dependent� scale factors Yc and Zc. As shown
in Table I�a�, all the master amplitudes of the two-term mas-
ter crossover functions can be estimated from these three
independent master amplitudes, using the universal mean
values of their ratios and combinations estimated in Ref. �10�
�which are also explicitly given in Table II�a� below�.
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Accordingly, when the four critical coordinates of a one-
component fluid are known, all the related physical ampli-
tudes can be estimated from the equations given in Table
I�b�, satisfying then to the two-scale-factor universality of
the ��3�1�� class. We note that, to provide this predictive
nature, we have used xenon as a standard critical fluid, se-
lecting its three “measured” physical amplitudes �namely,
�+, B, and a�

+ in the usual notation� to estimate the corre-
sponding master amplitudes �Z�+, ZM, and Z�1,+�, labeled with
an asterisk in Table I�a� �see Refs. �13,14,46� for details�.
However, the effective extension range where the master be-
havior is observed, as an explicit criterion which defines the
preasymptotic range where the two-term Wegner-like expan-
sion is valid, remains not easy to estimate precisely using
only the scale dilatation method. These two problems can be
solved using a master modification of the mean crossover
functions �8� obtained from the massive renormalization
scheme, as shown in the next section.

III. MASTER MODIFICATIONS OF THE MEAN
CROSSOVER FUNCTIONS

A. System-dependent parameters
of the mean crossover functions

For the ��3�1�� class, the mean crossover functions
FP�t ,h=0� describing the crossover behavior of the theoret-
ical properties Pth�t� as a function of the relevant �tempera-
turelike� field t, for zero value of the external ordering �mag-
neticlike� field h, are given in detail in I. All the theoretical
ad hoc functions FP�t� have the same following functional
form whatever Pth:

FP�t,h = 0� = ZP
�teP�P�tD�t�� , �42�

where eP and ZP
� are the respective critical exponent and

leading amplitude which characterize the asymptotic Ising-
like behavior of Pth when t  →0� �the superscript � indi-
cates the possible homogeneous �+, i.e., t�0� and nonhomo-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Singular behavior of the isothermal compressibility of the one-component fluids. �a� T as a function of T−Tc

�0 �log-log scale�, along the critical isochore for Xe, Kr, 3He, SF6, CO2, and C2H4 �see inserted key for fluid color index�. �b� log-log plot
of T

*��	*�: black full curve, mean-field behavior of equation T,vdW
* = �1 /6���	*�−�MF with �MF=1. �c� Matched master behavior �log-log

scale� of the renormalized susceptibility Xqf
* = �
qe

* �2−dZcT
* �see Eqs. �32��, as a function of the renormalized thermal field T* �see Eqs. �22��:

black full curve, Eq. �85�; red dashed curve with slope �EOS=1.19, tangent of Eq. �B12� at the point M �see text and Appendix B�; �full�
arrow �label PAD�, master extension of the Ising-like preasymptotic domain of Eq. �102�; �dashed� arrow �label EAD�, effective extension
of the extended asymptotic domain of Eq. �114� corresponding to �qf

* = �
qe
* �−1� /�c�3 �see Ref. �37��; blued area, master correlation length

range 10.5��qf
*�0.73 �thermal field range 1.9�10−2�T*�1� discussed in Appendix B.
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geneous �−, i.e., t�0� domains�. The �confluent� function
�P, which reaches the Ising-like limit �P→1 when t 
→0�, is a simplified three-term product of the variable
tD�t�, accounting for the required fit quality of each theoret-
ical calculation of the Wegner-like expansion done point by
point in the discretized complete t  = �� ,0� range �see I for
details�. D�t� is a universal mean crossover function for the
confluent exponents � and �MF which reads

D�t� =
�MFS2

�t + �

S2
�t + 1

, �43�

such that D(t=1 / �S2�2)= ��MF+�� /2 �independently of the
phase domain and the singular property�. We recall that the
theoretical singular behavior of the specific heat is particular

since it involves and additive critical constant to the corre-
sponding Eq. �42�. However, as already noted, this critical
constant is nonessential for our present purpose.

Within the Ising-like preasymptotic domain, only the con-
tribution of the first confluent term of the Wegner-like expan-
sion is significant and any function �P can be approximated
by �P�1+ZP

1,�  t�, where the amplitudes ZP
1,� are defined

in I. Each crossover function of Eq. �42� is then Ising-like
equivalent to its restricted �two-term� Wegner expansion and,
correspondingly, conforms to the universal features esti-
mated by the massive renormalization scheme within this
Ising-like preasymptotic domain. That means that only two
leading amplitudes among all ZP

�, and one confluent ampli-
tude among all ZP

1,�, are independent and characteristic of
the complete set of crossover functions, as illustrated in

TABLE I. Amplitude values of the two-term Wegner-like expansion for �a� master property �Pqf
* � and �b� corresponding physical property

�Pexpt
* � along the critical isochore of any one-component fluid. Rows 2 and 3, correlation length; rows 4 and 5, susceptibility; rows 6 and 7,

specific heat; row 8, order parameter density. Columns 2 and 4, independent master amplitudes �see Eq. �40�; columns 3 and 5, amplitude
values calculated in conformity with the theoretical universal features estimated within the Ising-like preasymptotic domain �9,10� �see also
Table II�a� below�; asterisk indicates an “experimental” master value estimated using xenon as a standard critical fluid �see text and Refs.
�13,14,46��; columns 7 and 8, related physical amplitudes when Qc

min= ���c�−1 ,�c ,Yc ,Zc� and 
qe
* are known for a selected one-component

fluid.

�a�
Pqf

* �Z�
+ ;Z�

+� ZP
� �Z�

1,+� ZP
1,�

�b�
Pexpt

* P0,� P1,�

�qf
* Z�

+=0.5729 Z�
1,+=0.37695 �* ��=�0

� /�c=

qe
* �Yc�−�Z�

� a�
�=Z�

1,��Yc��

Z�
−=0.292297 Z�

1,−=0.34268

Xqf
* Z�

+=0.11975* Z�
1,+=0 .555* T

* ��= �
qe
* �d−2�Zc�−1�Yc�−�Z�

� a�
�=Z�

1,��Yc��

Z�
−=0.0250 Z�

1,−=2.58741

Cqf
* ZC

+ =0.104324 ZC
1,+=0.522743 cV

* A�

� = �
qe
* �−d�Yc�2−�ZC

� aC
�=ZC

1,��Yc��

ZC
− =0.194344 ZC

1,−=0.384936

Mqf
* ZM =0.4665* ZM

1 =0.4995 ��̃LV B= �
qe
* �−1�Zc�− 1

2 �Yc��ZM aM =ZM
1 �Yc��

TABLE II. Amplitude values of the two-term Wegner-like expansion for �a� theoretical property �Pth� and �b� physical �fluid� property
�Pexpt

* � along the critical isochore. Rows 2 and 3, correlation length; rows 4 and 5, susceptibility; rows 6 and 7, the specific heat; row 8, order
parameter density. All these amplitude values are in conformity with the theoretical universal values given in columns 3 and 5 �see text and
Ref. �10��. The physical amplitudes �� are related to the theoretical amplitudes through the �fluid-dependent� scale factor set SSF

�MR�

= �� ;L�1f� ;��� �see Eq. �52�� when the fluid-dependent parameters ��c�−1 �see Eq. �4��, �c �see Eq. �5��, and 
qe
* �see Eq. �9��, are known.

�a�
Pth �Z�

+ ;Z�
+� ZP

� �Z�
1,+� ZP

1,�
�b�

Pexpt
* P0,� P1,�

�th �Z�
+�−1=0.471474 Z�

1,+=0.68Z�
1,+ �* ��=�0

� /�c=

qe
* �L�1f��−1�−��Z�

��−1 a�
�=Z�

1,���

�Z�
−�−1=

�Z�+�−1

1.96 Z�
1,−= 0.68

1.1 Z�
1,+

Xth �Z�
+�−1=0.269571 Z�

1,+=8.56347 T
* ��= �
qe

* �d−2�L�1f��d���
−��Z�

��−1 a�
�=Z�

1,���

�Z�
−�−1=

�Z�+�−1

4.788
Z�

1,−=
Z�1,+

0.215

Cth �ZC
+ = �0.2696Z�

+�d ZC
1,+=8.68Z�

1,+ cV
* A�

� = �
qe
* �−d�L�1f��d�2−�ZC

� aC
�=ZC

1,���

�ZC
− =

�0.2696Z�+�d

0.537
ZC

1,−= 8.68
1.36Z�

1,+

mth ZM =
�0.2696Z�+�d/2

�0.0574Z�+�1/2 ZM
1 =0.90Z�

1,+ ��̃LV B= �
qe
* �2−d�L�1f��d����

1
2��ZM aM =ZM

1 ��
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Table II �see also the discussion in Sec. III B below�.
As noted in I for the selected set �� ;� ;�� of three inde-

pendent universal exponents, a closed presentation of these
Ising-like universal features only needs to use the mean
crossover functions F��t�=1 /�th�t� for the inverse correlation
length, and F��t�=1 /�th�t� for the inverse susceptibility, at
h=0, in the homogeneous phase t�0. Making explicit the
respective three-term products of �� and ��, these two the-
oretical crossover functions read as follows:

��th�t��−1 = Z�
+t��

i=1

3

�1 + X�,i
+ tD�t��Y�,i

+
, �44�

�Xth�t��−1 = Z�
+t��

i=1

3

�1 + X�,i
+ tD�t��Y�,i

+
�45�

�for the numerical values of exponents �, �, �, and �MF, and
amplitudes Z�

+, X�,i
+ , Y�,i

+ , Z�
+, X�,i

+ , Y�,i
+ , and S2, see I�.

The temperaturelike field t is analytically related to the
physical dimensionless temperature distance

�	* =
T − Tc

Tc
�46�

by the linear approximation

t = ��	*, �47�

which introduces � as an adjustable �system-dependent� pa-
rameter. Here � is a scale factor for the temperature field. It
is also important to note that the definition of �	* �see Eq.
�46�� introduces the critical temperature Tc as a system-
dependent parameter. Then the relation between the dimen-
sionless thermodynamic free energies of the �4 model and
the physical �one-component fluid� system involves only the
energy unit ��c�−1=kBTc.

Similarly, the orderinglike field h is analytically related to
the corresponding physical dimensionless variables ��̃ �or
�h*� by the following linear approximations �including
quantum effects�:

h = ���
qe
* �2��̃

or h = ��
qe
* �2�h*, �48�

which introduce �� �or �� as adjustable �system-dependent�
parameters. �� ��= �Zc�−1��� is a scale factor for the order-
ing field ��̃ ��h*=Zc��̃�.

Accordingly, the dimensional analysis of each term of the
dimensionless Hamiltonian of the �4 model leads to the in-
troduction of a finite arbitrary wave vector 
0, the so-called
cutoff parameter, which is related to the finite short range of
the microscopic interaction �see, for example, Ref. �15��.
Since the value of the cutoff parameter of a selected physical
system is generally unknown, a convenient method at d=3
consists in replacing 
0 by g0 �8,16�, which is the critical
coupling constant having the correct wave number dimen-
sion �see our Introduction�. This system-dependent wave
number g0 provides the practical “adjustable” link between
the theoretical dimensionless correlation length ��th� and the

measured physical correlation length ��expt� of the system at
d=3, through the fitting equation

�
qe
* �−1�expt��	*� = �g0�−1�th�t� . �49�

In Eq. �49�, �g0�−1 appears as a metric prefactor for the
theoretical correlation length function. From Eqs. �47�–�49�,
the asymptotic nonuniversal nature of each physical system
is then characterized by the scale factor set
�� ; �g0�−1 ;�� �or ��� �with implicit knowledge of Tc and

qe

* �. However, for the present fluid study where the thermo-
dynamic length unit a0=�c is already fixed by Eq. �5�, the
above fitting Eq. �49� introduces one supplementary dimen-
sionless number defined such that

L�1f� = g0�c, �50�

where the notation L�1f� replaces our introductory notation uf
*

�with u
f
*=g0a0�, anticipating a master �i.e., unique� nature of

this product which we will demonstrate below �see Eq. �94��.
More generally, in order to maintain uniqueness of the length
unit in the dimensionless description of the singular behav-
ior, any theroretical density property �which implicitly refers
to the length scale unit �g0�−1� needs to introduce the propor-
tionality factor �L�1f��−d to the corresponding dimensionless
physical density which refers to the length scale unit �c. As a
direct consequence of the fitting Eq. �49� for the correlation
length �th, the order parameter density mth must be analyti-
cally related to the corresponding physical dimensionless
variables ��̃ �or �m*� by the following linear approximation
�including quantum effects�:

mth = �L�1f��−d����−1�

qe
* ��̃�

or mth = �L�1f��−d�−1�

qe
* �m*� . �51�

For simplification of the following presentation, we use only
�� related to the practical dimensionless form of the vari-
ables �see Sec. II C�.

Finally, adding the knowledge of the energy unit and the
length unit for each pure fluid to the theoretical results ob-
tained from the massive renormalization scheme, the dimen-
sionless singular behaviors of the fluid properties are now
characterized by the set

SSF
�MR� = ��;L�1f�;��� �52�

made of three dimensionless scale factors �admitting that
��c�−1, �c, and 
qe

* are known�. Therefore, it is easy to ana-
lytically define these three dimensionless parameters which
characterize each Ising-like fluid, thanks to the exact values
of the mean crossover functions within this preasymptotic
domain.

B. Three-scale-factor characterization within the Ising-like
preasymptotic domain

As previously mentioned and discussed in a detailed man-
ner in I, this asymptotic characterization is valid within the
Ising-like preasymptotic domain where the complete cross-
over functions of Eqs. �44� and �45� can be approximated by
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the following restricted �two-term� Wegner-like expansions
�5�:

�PAD,th�t� = �Z�
+�−1t−��1 + Z�

1,+t�� , �53�

XPAD,th�t� = �Z�
+�−1t−��1 + Z�

1,+t�� . �54�

In Eqs. �53� and �54�, Z�
1,+ �see below Eq. �55��, is the am-

plitude of the first confluent correction to scaling for the
correlation length, which is related to the one for the suscep-
tibility Z�

1,+ �see below Eq. �56��, by the universal ratio
Z�

1,+ /Z�
1,+=0.679 19 �10�, with

Z�
1,+ = − �

i=1

3

X�,i
+ Y�,i

+ , �55�

Z�
1,+ = − �

i=1

3

X�,i
+ Y�,i

+ . �56�

The theoretical field extension t�LPAD
Ising of the Ising-like

preasymptotic domain where the restricted Eqs. �53� and �54�
are valid is defined in I, such that

LPAD
Ising =

10−3

�S2�2 � 1.9� 10−6. �57�

Now considering all the theoretical functions estimated for
all the singular properties of the Ising-like systems �see I�,
we can note that the universal features within the Ising-like
preasymptotic domain are characterized by the set

SA
�MR� = � Z�

1,+ = 8.563 47

�Z�
+�−1 = 0.471 474

�Z�
+�−1 = 0.269 571

� �58�

of three theoretical amplitudes associated with the set
�� ;� ;�� of three universal exponents selected as indepen-
dent. As mentioned above, these universal features are
illustrated in Table II�a� �which is similar to Table I�a� for
the master amplitudes�, where any other theoretical
amplitude among ZP

� and ZP
1,� given in columns 3 and 5

is calculated from SA
�MR�, using the universal mean values

of amplitude ratios and/or amplitude combinations �i.e.,
R�

+= �Z�
+�−1�ZC

+�1/d=0.2696, RC
+ =ZC

+�Z�
+�−1 / �ZM�2=0.0574,

ZC
+ /ZC

− =0.537, Z�
1,+ /Z�

1,−=1.1, and ZC
1,+ /ZC

1,−=1.36, according
to I and Ref. �10��. The restricted forms of two independent
fitting equations valid within the Ising-like preasymptotic do-
main are

�
qe
* �−1�expt

�c
= �L�1f��−1�Z�

+�−1���	*�−��1 + Z�
1,+���	*��� ,

�59�

�
qe
* �2T,expt

* = �L�1f��d����2�Z�
+�−1���	*�−�

��1 + Z�
1,+���	*��� , �60�

where �expt and T,expt
* are given by the restricted Wegner-like

expansions of Eqs. �27� and �34�, respectively. That provides
the following hierarchical relations:

a�
+ = Z�

1,+��, �61�

�0
+

�c
= �+ = �Z�

+�−1�L�1f��−1
qe
* �−�, �62�

�+ = �Z�
+�−1�L�1f��d�
qe

* �d−2����2�−�, �63�

with a�
+ /a�

+=Z�
1,+ /Z�

1,+=0.679 19 �9,10�. We underline the
fact that Eq. �61� �or equivalently the equation a�

+=Z�
1,+�� in

the correlation length case� is to be first validated �to confer
unequivocal Ising-like equivalence between the first �system-
dependent� scale factors � and a�

+�. Then Eq. �62� fixes the
asymptotic amplitude of the dimensionless correlation length
and generates a single scale factor attached to the selected
�physical� length unit, which is then mandatorily common to
the thermodynamic and correlation functions. Finally, the
validation of Eq. �63� provides unequivocal Ising-like
equivalence between the second �system-dependent� scale
factors �� and �+ �accounting for the “critical” and “exten-
sive” nature of the susceptibility�.

Equations �61�–�63� satisfy the following condensed func-
tional form:

SA
�MR� = �SA� U�SSF

�MR�����c�−1,�c,
qe
* , �64�

where the function U takes a universal scaling form of the
dimensionless asymptotic scale factors � and ��. Obviously,
when the scale factor set SSF

�MR� of a one-component fluid is
known in addition to ��c�−1, �c, and 
qe

* , all the related
physical amplitudes can be estimated from the equations
given in Table II�b�, satisfying then the two-scale-factor uni-
versality of the ��3�1�� class.

We note that the universal character of Eq. �64� occurs for
any one-parameter crossover modeling. That implies Ising-
like equivalence between all estimated crossover functions
using only three �model-dependent� characteristic numbers.
This result is shown in Appendix A, considering the
asymptotic crossover implied by the minimal-subtraction
renormalization scheme �19,25� and the phenomenological
approach given by a parametric model of the equation of
state �31�.

Similarly, from Eqs. �47� and �57�, it is also easy to define
the extension range

�	*� LPAD
f =

LPAD
Ising

�
�

1.9� 10−6

�
�65�

of the Ising-like preasymptotic domain of the selected fluid
�labeled with superscript f�. Now, for each one-component
fluid for which � �or equivalently one confluent amplitude
among a�

+ or a�
+� is an unknown parameter, the remaining

question of concern is how to define the validity range �	*

�LPAD
f where the theoretical Ising-like characterization by

three scale factors can replace the experimental characteriza-
tion by three asymptotic amplitudes.

C. Three-free-parameter characterization beyond
the Ising-like preasymptotic domain

As noted in Ref. �10�, in the absence of information con-
cerning the true extension of the Ising-like behavior for a real
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system belonging to the three-dimensional �3D� Ising-like
universality class, the introduction of the scale factors �, ��,
and the wavelength unit g0 throughout Eqs. �47�–�49� cannot
be easily controlled. Alternatively, it was proposed to intro-
duce three adjustable dimensionless parameters L0,L

* , X0,L
* ,

and �L, using the following fitting equations:

�c

�expt
* ��	*�

= �L0,L
* �−1Z�

+��	*���
i=1

3

�1 + X�,i
+ �t�D�t��Y�,i

+

�66�

1

T,expt
* ��	*�

= �X0,L
* �−1Z�

+��	*���
i=1

3

�1 + X�,i
+ �t�D�t��YX,i

+
,

�67�

with

t = �L�	
*. �68�

L0,L
* and X0,L

* are two adjustable metric prefactors �with the
same value above and below Tc� for the “physical” pure
power law behavior, while, for the confluent correction terms
to this asymptotic scaling, the three-term products are the
same as the ones of Eqs. �44� and �45�, respectively. Then �L
is a global crossover parameter in the sense where it is at-
tached to an unknown effective parameter L f which mea-
sures the extent of the fitting agreement involving an unde-
fined number of terms in the Wegner-like expansion �see I
for details�. The determination of �L is then equivalent to the
determination of L f. Within the Ising-like preasymptotic do-
main, the restricted forms of the fitting equations �66� and
�67� are

�expt

�c
= L0,L

* �Z�
+�−1��	*�−��1 + Z�

1,+��L�	
*��� , �69�

T,expt
* = X0,L

* �Z�
+�−1��	*�−��1 + Z�

1,+��L�	
*��� . �70�

Therefore, the physical leading amplitudes can be calculated
using the �independent� equations

�0
+

�c
= L0,L

* �Z�
+�−1, �71�

�+ = X0,L
* �Z�

+�−1, �72�

i.e., without explicit reference to �L �however, the subscript
L recalls the implicit �L dependence due to the fitting in the
temperature range �	* L f, with L f�LPAD

f �. A noticeable
distinction occurs for the confluent corrections to scaling
since the first confluent amplitudes are only �L dependent
and can be calculated using the equations

a�
+ = ��L��Z�

1,+, �73�

a�
+ = ��L��Z�

1,+, �74�

interrelated by the universal ratio Z�
1,+ /Z�

1,+=0.679 19 �10�.
For better understanding of the scaling nature of the ana-

lytical transformations of the physical variables �such as Eq.

�47� or �68��, we select Eq. �74� as the independent equation
for the critical crossover characterization. We must then re-
write the above Eqs. �71�–�74� in the following hierarchical
forms:

��L�−�a�
+ = Z�

1,+ = universal constant, �75�

�L0,L
* �−1 �0

+

�c
= �Z�

+�−1 = universal constant, �76�

�X0,L
* �−1�+ = �Z�

+�−1 = universal constant, �77�

where the left-hand sides of the above equations contain all
the system-dependent information, first for the Ising-like
critical crossover �Eq. �75��, then for the asymptotic behavior
of the correlation length function �Eq. �76��, and finally for
the asymptotic behavior of the thermodynamic susceptibility
function �Eq. �77��. Moreover, this information is given in a
dual form, i.e., as a product between a “physical” amplitude
�a�

+, �+, or �+� and either a “crossover” factor ��L�, which
acts as a scale factor for the confluent correction contribu-
tion, or a “prefactor” �L0,L

* or X0,L
* � which acts as a simple

factor of proportionality for the corresponding leading am-
plitude ��+ or �+�. The set

S1C,L
�MR� = ��L;L0,L

* ;X0,L
* � �78�

is equivalent to the previous set SSF
�MR� of Eq. �52�, except that

the subscript 1C,L recalls the single crossover parameter
obtained over an extended temperature range L f�LPAD

f , be-
yond the Ising-like preasymptotic domain. Equations
�75�–�77� can be written in the condensed functional form

SA
�MR� = �SA� UL�S1C,L

�MR�����c�−1,�c,
qe
* �79�

where UL are universal scaling functions, which can be used
in an equivalent scaling manner to Eq. �64� when the cross-
over parameter �L is unique within the L f range.

To our knowledge, the singleness of the crossover param-
eter along the critical isochore of a one-component fluid has
never been directly evidenced from the singular behavior of
the correlation length or any other thermodynamic property.
However, from simultaneous fitting analysis of several sin-
gular properties of xenon and helium-3, an indirect probe of
a single value for one adjustable parameter related to the
scale factor � was obtained, using the crossover functions
estimated in the massive renormalization scheme �16,36� and
the minimal-subtraction renormalization scheme �24,25�. But
these results were never used to accurately analyze the ex-
pected equivalence between Eqs. �64� and �79�, and then to
estimate the other two scale factors L�1f� and ��, which is the
only correct way to verify the asymptotic condition �=�L
within the Ising-like preasymptotic domain �45�.

An analytic determination of �L, made beyond the Ising-
like preasymptotic domain without use of any adjustable pa-
rameter, is under investigation for the case of the isothermal
compressibility of xenon �46�. The main objective is to care-
fully correlate the local value of this crossover parameter
with the local value of the correlation length before validat-
ing its uniqueness by identification with the asymptotic scale
factor �, calculated by using Eq. �47�. However, such a chal-
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lenging demonstration of ���L in the temperature range
�	* LEAD

f , i.e., within the so-called Ising-like extended
asymptotic domain �EAD� in the following, as a formulation
of the three-parameter characterization of xenon selected as a
standard one-component fluid, remain two preliminary at-
tempts to test the equivalence between Eqs. �64� and �79�.
That needs to be examined using a more general approach,
like the one proposed below, where we will introduce three
master constants which relate unequivocally the dimension-
less lengths and relevant fields of both �theoretical and mas-
ter� descriptions, to identify the theoretical crossover of the
��3�1�� class with the master crossover of the �1f� subclass.

D. Identification of the theoretical and master asymptotic
scaling within the Ising-like preasymptotic domain

Now, while reconsidering our previous analysis of the re-
lations between physical and master properties, we must re-
write Eqs. �28�, �35�, and �36�, in the following hierarchical
forms:

Yc�a�
+�−1/� = �Z�1,+�1/� = master constant, �80�

1

�c
�Yc����
qe

* �−1�0
+� = Z�+ = master constant, �81�

Zc�Yc����
qe
* �2−d�+� = Z�+ = master constant, �82�

Comparison of Eqs. �75�–�77� with Eqs. �80�–�82� shows
that their right-hand-side differences concern only the re-
spective numerical values of the characteristic master set
SA

�1f� of Eq. �40�, and universal set SA
�MR� of Eq. �58�. For their

left-hand-side comparison, neglecting the quantum correc-
tions in a first approach �i.e., fixing 
qe

* =1�, the term-to-term
identification between measurable amplitudes underlines the
analogy between the explicit parameter set �Yc ;Zc�, related
to the master description, and the implicit one �� ;���, re-
lated to the massive renormalization description. We can then
note that the �1f� master formulation compares to the �MR�
universal formulation only if we have correctly accounted
for the asymptotic scaling nature of each dimensionless num-
ber needed by the massive renormalization scheme. In order
to reveal such a scaling nature, it is essential to note that the
scale dilatation method replaces the renormalized fields
�such as t, h, mth, etc.� needed to observe the universal be-
havior of the �3

4�1�universality class, by the �1f� fields �such
as, T*, Hqf

* , Mqf
* , etc.� needed to observe the master behavior

of the �1f� subclass. The common physical variables are �	*,
��̃, and ��̃. Therefore, it remains to give explicit forms for
the following exchanges between the theoretical variables
and the �1f� subclass variables:

t → T*, �83�

h → Hqf
* or mth → Mqf

* �84�

�see Ref. �37� for the correlation length case�. The next sec-
tion is dedicated to the isothermal susceptibility case �which
then closes the description of the �1f� subclass along the

critical isochore in conformity with the universal features
estimated for the Ising-like universality class�.

E. Master modification of the theoretical crossover
for the isothermal susceptibility

We start with the following modification of Eq. �45�:

1

Xqf
* �T*�

= Z�
�1f�Z�

�t��
i=1

3

�1 + Xi,�
� tD��t��Yi,�

�

�85�

and the following modification of Eq. �47�:

t =��1f�T* �86�

by introducing the prefactor Z�
�1f� and the scale factor ��1f� as

master �i.e., unique� parameters for the �1f� subclass. We
note that ��1f�, characteristic of the �critical� isochoric line
�with the same value above and below Tc�, reads as follows:

��1f� = �Z�1�

Z�
1,�	1/�

�87�

whatever the one-component fluid. By virtue of the universal
feature of confluent amplitude ratios �see Table I�, the nu-
merical value

��1f� = 4.288� 10−3 �88�

is the same whatever the property and the phase domain.
However, we also note that ��1f� contributes to the leading
term. Thus, in addition to Eq. �85�, we define Z�

�1f� such that

Z�
�1f� = �Z��Z�

����1f����−1. �89�

The numerical value

Z�
�1f� = 1938.48 �90�

is the same in the homogeneous phase and in the nonhomo-
geneous phase. The curve labeled MR in Fig. 1 was obtained
from Eqs. �85� and �86� using the numerical values of ��1f�

and Z�
�1f� given by Eqs. �88� and �90�, respectively.

We recall that our previous analysis �37� of the correlation
length has introduced a similar prefactor Z�

�1f� through the
following modification of Eq. �66�:

1

�qf
* �T*�

= Z�
�1f�F��t� �91�

with

Z�
�1f� = �Z��Z�

����1f����−1, �92�

which has the same numerical value

Z�
�1f� = 25.585 �93�

for the homogeneous and nonhomogeneous domains. Of
course, we retrieve here the previous Eq. �50�,

Z�
�1f� � L�1f� = �g0�c�∀ fluid, �94�
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which now is valid whatever the fluid under consideration.
As is now well understood from our previous results, Eqs.
�87�, �89�, and �92� satisfy the following condensed func-
tional form:

SA
�MR� = �SA

�1f�� UP�S2P,1S
�1f� �� �95�

where UP are universal scaling functions of the following set
of master �two pre- + one scale� factors

TABLE III. Three-parameter characterization of the crossover functions by using two leading amplitudes or prefactors �column 3� and
one scale factor or crossover parameter �column 4�; see text. �a� Mean crossover functions FP�t� defined in I. �b� Master crossover functions
Pqf

* �T*� �see Eq. �112��; lines 4, 9, and 10, independent parameters; lines 5–8, related parameters; the two relations �ZC
�1f��1/d=Z�

�1f� and
�Z�

�1f��d /Z�
�1f�= �ZM

�1f��2 are in conformity with the two-scale-factor universality. �c� Physical crossover functions Pexpt
* ��	*� �see Eq. �113��;

the two relations �C0,L
* /��1/dL0,L

* =1 and �L0,L
* �−dX0,L

* / �M0,L
* �2=1 are in conformity with the two-scale-factor universality. All the values of

P0,L
* , �L��; and �� can be estimated from Qc

min= ���c�−1 ,�c ,Yc ,Zc� and 
qe
* of the selected one-component fluid.

�a� FP ZP
� ZP

1,�

SA
�MR�, see Eq. �58� ��Z�

+�−1=0.471474; �Z�
+�−1=0.269571� Z�

1,+=8.56347

�b� Pqf
* ZP

�1f� ZP
1,�

S2P,1S
�1f� , see Eq. �96� �Z�

�1f�=25.585;Z�
�1f�=1938.48� ��1f�=4.288�10−3

�qf
* Z�

�1f�= �Z�
�Z�
����1f����−1=L�1f�=25.585 ��1f�=�Z�1,�

Z�1,� �1/�

�qf
* Z�

�1f�= �Z�
�Z�
����1f����−1= �L�1f��−d���1f��−2=1938.48 ��1f�=�Z�1,�

Z�1,� �1/�

Cqf
*

ZC
�1f�=

ZC
�

�ZC
����1f��2−� = �L�1f��d=16747.8 ��1f�=�ZC

1,�

ZC
1,� �1/�

Mqf
* ZM

�1f�=
ZM

ZM���1f���
= �L�1f��d��1f�=2.93933 ��1f�=�ZM

1

ZM
1 �1/�

SSF
�1f�, see Eq. �110� �L�1f�=25.585;��1f�=1.75505�10−4� ��1f�=4.288�10−3

SA
�1f�, see Eq. �40� �Z�

+=0.5729;Z�
+=0.11975� Z�

1,+=0.555

�c� Pexpt
* P0,L

*

S1C,L
�MR�, see Eq. �78� �L0,L

* ;X0,L
* � �L��=Yc�

�1f�

�* L
0,L
* =


qe
* �Yc�−�Z�

�Z�
�=


qe
* �Yc�−��L�1f����1f����−1

=1.21513

qe
* �Yc�−�

T
*

X
0,L
* =

�
qe* �d−2

Zc�Yc��
Z�
�Z�
�=

�
qe* �d−2

Zc�Yc��
�L�1f��d���1f��2���1f��−�

=0.444225
�
qe* �d−2

Zc�Yc��

cV
* C0,L*

�
= �


qe
* �−d�Yc�2−� ZC

�

�ZC
� = �


qe
* �−d�Yc�2−��L�1f��d���1f��2−�

=0.5557355�

qe
* �−d�Yc�2−�

��̃LV M
0,L
* =

�Yc��


qe* �Zc�1/2

ZM

ZM
=

�Yc��


qe* �Zc�1/2 �L�1f��d��1f����1f���

=0.497585
�Yc��


qe* �Zc�1/2

SSF
�MR�, see Eq. �52� �L�1f�=25.585;��= �Zc�−1/2��1f�� �=Yc�

�1f�

SSF
�1f�, see Eq. �39� �Yc ;Zc ;L�1f�=25.585;
qe

* �

SA, see Eq. �38� ��+ ;�+� a�
+
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S2P,1S
�1f� = ��

�1f� = 4.288� 10−3

Z�
�1f� = 25.585

Z�
�1f� = 1938.48

� , �96�

which closes the universal behavior of the �1f� subclass, as
shown by the results reported in Table III for all the proper-
ties calculated along the critical isochore �for notations see
below and Refs. �36,37,46��. Equation �50� �or Eq. �94�� ap-
pears then as the basic hypothesis which defines the critical
length uniqueness �11� between correlation functions and
thermodynamic functions of the one component fluid sub-
class. L�1f� takes an equivalent nature to the length reference
used in the renormalization scheme applied to the �3�1�
class, whatever the selected physical system.

The major interest of Eqs. �89� and �92� is that they in-
troduce the needed cross relation between pure asymptotic
scaling description and the first confluent correction to scal-
ing, in order to obtain only two independent leading ampli-
tudes within the Ising-like preasymptotic domain. Such a
cross relation occurs if the nonuniversal scale factor associ-
ated with the irrelevant field which induces the correction-
to-scaling term of lowest relative order ��	*�� in a Wegner-
like expansion is the same as the nonuniversal scale factor
associated with the relevant �thermal� field which gives the
leading scaling term ��	*�−eP.

In that universal description of the confluent corrections
to scaling, each crossover function includes the �two-term�
master behavior expected using the scale dilatation method.
By comparing the leading terms on each member of Eqs.
�85�, �33�, and �70�, we obtain the relations

�� = �Z�
�1f�Z�

��−1�−� = X0,L
* �Z�

��−1 �97�

where the fluid-dependent metric prefactor X0,L
* of Eq. �70�

now reads as follows:

X0,L
* = Z��Z�

��Yc�−�. �98�

In Eq. �98�, the critical contribution of the scale factor Yc is
explicit. The remaining adjustable crossover parameter �L of
Eq. �68� is characteristic of the Ising-like extended
asymptotic domain �	*�LEAD

f where the theoretical cross-
over functions and experimental data agree. Within the Ising-
like preasymptotic domain �see Eq. �57�� where the two-term
Wegner-like expansions are expected to be valid, the com-
parison of the first confluent amplitudes for master and the-
oretical descriptions, enables one to write �L as follows:

�L � � �=Yc�
�1f�� �99�

with

t � �Z�1,�

Z�
1,� 	1/�

T* �=��1f�T*� . �100�

As considered from the basic input of the scale dilatation
method, Eq. �100� agrees with the scale dilatation of the
temperature field

T* = Yc�	* . �101�

Note that the extension T*�LPAD
�1f� of the Ising-like preas-

ymptotic domain of the �1f� subclass can then be immedi-
ately obtained from Eq. �57�, with

LPAD
�1f� =

LPAD
Ising

��1f� � 4.43� 10−4 �102�

�see for example the full arrow labeled “PAD” in Fig. 1�c��.

F. Closed master modification of the mean crossover functions
and master extension LEAD

ˆ1f‰ of the extended
asymptotic domain

Obviously, the equivalent approach at exact criticality and
along the critical isotherm occurs in virtue of the two-scale-
factor universality which implies a second unequivocal rela-
tion between �� and Zc. However, we can anticipate such a
result only from the thermodynamic definitions of the sus-
ceptibilities �th= ��mth /�h�t and Xqf

* = ��Mqf
* /�Hqf

* �T*, intro-
ducing the scale factor ��1f� through the following linearized
equations:

h =��1f�Hqf
* =��1f��
qe

* �2H*, �103�

mth = �L�1f��−d���1f��−1Mqf
*  = �L�1f��−d���1f��−1


qe
* M* ,

�104�

where ��1f� is a master �i.e., unique� parameter characteristic
of the �critical� isothermal line for the �1f� subclass ���1f�

has the same value whatever the sign of the order parameter�.
From comparison between either Eqs. �20�, �23�, �48�, and
�103� or Eqs. �21�, �24�, �50�, and �104�, it is immediate to
show that �th= �L�1f��−d���1f��−1Xqf

* and, in addition, to obtain
the following expected relation:

�� = �Zc�−1/2��1f�. �105�

The unequivocal link between the scale factors needed either
by the theoretical description or by the master description is
given by Eqs. �94�, �99�, and �105�. Therefore, the leading
theoretical and master amplitudes of the susceptibility and
the order parameter are related by the equations

Z��Z�
� = �L�1f��d���1f��2���1f��−�, �106�

ZM

ZM
= �L�1f��d��1f����1f���, �107�

while the leading theoretical and master amplitudes of the
correlation length and the heat capacity are related by the
equations

Z��Z�
� = �L�1f����1f����−1, �108�

ZC
�

�ZC
� = �L�1f��d���1f��2−�, �109�

Finally, the characteristic set
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SSF
�1f� = � �

�1f� = 4.288� 10−3

L�1f� = 25.585

��1f� = 1.75505� 10−4 � �110�

is Ising-like equivalent to the one of Eq. �96�, while Eqs.
�87�, �106�, and �108� satisfy the following condensed func-
tional form:

SA
�MR� = �SA

�1f�� US�SSF
�1f��� , �111�

where US are universal scaling functions of SSF
�1f�. Equation

�111� closes the modifications of the theoretical functions of
the �3�1� class in order to provide accurate description of the
master singular behavior of the �1f� subclass.

Accordingly, each modified function reads as follows:

Pqf
* �T*� = ZP

�1f�FP�t� �112�

with t=��1f�T* and FP�t� defined in I. All the master prefac-
tors ZP

�1f� can then be calculated using the relations given in
column 3 of Table III�a�. The master prefactors ZC

�1f� and ZM
�1f�

are for the heat capacity case and the order parameter case,
respectively. Within the Ising-like preasymptotic domain, Eq.
�112� can be approximated by Eq. �30�.

Alternatively but equivalently, each physical property can
also be fitted by the following modified function:

Pexpt
* ��	*� = P0,L

* ZP
��	*−eP�

i=1

3

�1 + Xi,P
� tD�t��Yi,P

�

�113�

with t  =� �	*  =��1f�Yc �	* and where the explicit three-
term product of the function �P�tD�t�� �see Eq. �42��, the
function D�t  � �see Eq. �43��, and the universal quantities
ZP
�, eP, Xi,P

� , Yi,P
� , are given in I. All the physical prefactors

P0,L
* can also be calculated using the equations given in col-

umn 3, of Table III�b�, where the physical prefactors C0,L and
M0,L are for the heat capacity case and the order parameter
case, respectively �see Eq. �113��.

As a summarizing remark related to the schematic Fig. 2,
the theoretical amplitude set SA

�MR� of Eq. �58�, the master
amplitude set SA

�1f� of Eq. �40�, and the physical amplitude set
SA of Eq. �38�, are unequivocally related only using Yc and

Zc or � �see Eq. �99�� and �� �see Eq. �105�� as entry param-
eters �assuming that ��c�−1, �c, and 
qe

* are known�.
In addition, we can also account for the results of previ-

ous analyses of different singular properties for several one-
component fluids where each master singular behavior is
well fitted by the corresponding crossover functions in the
extended asymptotic domain which corresponds to �qf

*�3
−4 �see, for example, the dashed arrow labeled “EAD” in
Fig. 1�c�, for the susceptibility case�. Indeed, the effective
extension LEAD

+,�1f�, where this modified theoretical description
seems to be valid, corresponds to a temperaturelike range
such as

T*� LEAD
+,�1f� � 0.07 – 0.1. �114�

Equations �102� and �114� are of crucial importance for sci-
entists interested in analyzing liquid-gas critical point phe-
nomena without adjustable parameters, since they are the
master �experimental� answer to the unsolved theoretical
question: How large is the range in which the asymptotic
universal features are valid in pure fluids? Moreover, when
Qc

min= ���c�−1 ,�c ,Yc ,Zc� and 
qe
* are known, we note that

each modified crossover function of Eq. �112� can act be-
yond the Ising-like preasymptotic domain, i.e., within the
two-decade range 10−2�T*�1 corresponding to the blued
areas of Fig. 1, to confirm that the critical Ising-like anoma-
lies characterized by a limited numbers of critical parameters
would dominate in a large range around the liquid-gas criti-
cal point. Such a modified theoretical analysis of the avail-
able fluid data at finite temperature distance appears then
similar to the one initially proposed to provide the first test of
the scaling hypothesis for the one-component fluids by using
effective universal equations of state with only two adjust-
able dimensionless parameters. As a typical example, we
analyze the isothermal susceptibility for 12 different fluids in
Appendix B, using the well-known linear model of a para-
metric equation of state �EOS� �17� with �EOS=1.19 �and
�EOS=0.355 to close thermodynamics scaling laws�. Further-
more, Eqs. �102� and �114� offer explicit Ising-like criteria to
control the development of any empirical multiparameter
equation of state where such a minimal critical parameter set
Qc

min is customarily used �see, for example, Ref. �48� and
references therein�.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the needed information to describe
the singular behavior of one-components fluids within the
Ising-like preasymptotic domain was provided by a mini-
mum set of four scale factors which characterize the thermo-
dynamics inside the volume of the critical interaction cell.
We have illustrated the Ising-like scaling nature of the scale
dilatation method able to demonstrate the master singular
behavior of the one-component fluid subclass. Using the
mean crossover function for susceptibility in the homoge-
neous phase, which complements a previous study of the
correlation length in the homogeneous phase, we have dem-
onstrated that the universal features predicted by the massive
renormalization scheme are then accounted for by introduc-

FIG. 2. Schematic links, corresponding to Eqs. �41�, �64�, �79�,
�95�, and �111�, between three-amplitude characterization SA

�MR� of
Eq. �58�, SA

�1f� of Eq. �40�, and SA of Eq. �38�, for the theoretical,
master, and physical singular behaviors, respectively. The only
needed fluid-dependent parameters are given by Qc

min

= ���c�−1 ,�c ,Yc ,Zc� of Eq. �3� and by a supplementary adjustable
parameter 
qe

* �1 �see Eq. �9�� in the case of quantum fluids.
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ing one common crossover parameter and appropriate pref-
actors, only two among the latter being fluid-characteristic
prefactors. By defining three master constants able to relate
the theoretical fields and densities to the master ones, the
corresponding master modifications of the mean crossover
functions were obtained from identification with the asymp-
totical master singular behavior of the one-component fluid
subclass. The four critical coordinates which localize the
gas-liquid critical point on the pressure, volume, and tem-
perature phase surface provide then the four scale factors
needed to calculate the singular behavior of any correlation
function or thermodynamical property, in a well-controlled
effective extension of the asymptotic critical domain for any
one-component fluid belonging to this subclass, in agreement
with the idea first introduced by one of us. In the case where
quantum effects can be non-negligible, a single supplemen-
tary adjustable parameter seems needed to correctly account
for them.
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APPENDIX A: SCALING EQUIVALENCE FOR A
ONE-PARAMETER CROSSOVER MODELING WITHIN

THE PREASYMPTOTIC DOMAIN

The use of Eq. �61� in the hierarchical Eqs. �61�–�63�
needs that the characteristic scale factor � is the first man-
datory parameter to be determined, whatever the renormal-
ization scheme �at h=0�. For scaling understanding, Eq. �61�
must be expressed in the universal form of Eq. �75�, i.e.,
such that

a�
+�−� = Z�

1,+. �A1�

Such a theoretical scaling form of Eq. �A1� �or Eq. �75��
is then provided from any phenomenological model which
use a single crossover �temperaturelike� parameter �	�,M

* re-
lated to the �system-dependent� Ginzburg number G �the
subscript M refers to the selected model�. Although the
crossover phenomenon can be general upon approach to the
Ising-like critical point, such a modeling, in which G is a
tuneable parameter, is essential to check carefully its descrip-
tion with the aim of discussing the shape and the extension
of the crossover curves �leading, for example, to distinguish
a wide variety of Ising-like experimental systems, including
simple fluids, binary liquids, micellar solutions, polymer
mixtures, etc.�. However, for the one-component fluid case,
our interest can be restricted to the crossover temperature
scale estimated by three crossover modeling selected in
Table IV, i.e., �i� the massive renormalization �MR� scheme
�8,10� and �ii� the minimal-subtraction renormalization
�MSR� scheme �19,25�, both modeling without tuneable G,
and �iii� the parametric model of the equation of state �CPM�
�31�, with tuneable G. The universal form of the first conflu-
ent amplitude for the susceptibility case, is then given by the
equation

a�
+��	�,M

* �� = g�,M
1,+ , �A2�

where g�,M
1,+ is a universal constant given in Table IV. The

differences in the estimates of g�,M
1,+ come from differences in

several theoretical aspects: the extension of the renormaliza-
tion procedures, the nature of the asymptotic limit of �	* /G,
the nature of the nonuniversal corrections, the precision of
numerical calculations, etc. Therefore, we cannot expect a
practical understanding from each value given in Table IV.
However, in spite of these numerical differences, the scaling
form of Eqs. �75�, �A2�, and �A3� provides analytic equiva-
lence between the three models, since each model exactly
accounts for the same Ising-like critical crossover using a
single crossover parameter, especially for the temperature
dependence of the effective exponent �26�. The crossover
temperature scale �	�,M

* takes a small finite value and can
then be comparable to �, via the “sensor” �	�

* = t0
* /� �see

Eq. �39� in I� of the mean crossover functions �see also Ref.
�46��. As illustrated by the point-to-point transformations in
Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, and numerical values given in column 5,
Table IV, �	�,M

* is then scaled by � through the universal
scaling equation

��	
�,M
* = �g�,M

1,+

Z�
1,+ 	1/�

= universal constant, �A3�

where �	�,MSR
* =b+

*��2 /a��1−u /u*�1/� for the minimal-
subtraction renormalization scheme, and �	�,CPM

*

= �ct
* / �ū
�2��1− ū�1/� for the crossover parametric model,

are the so-called effective Ginzburg numbers �see Refs.
�25,31� for the notations and definitions of the above quan-
tities�.

Correlatively but uniquely, when Eqs. �79� or �A2� are
valid �i.e., when the Ising-like critical crossover is character-
ized by a single parameter�, we must extend the scaling
analysis to the leading amplitudes, expressing again Eqs.
�62� and �63� in the universal form of Eq. �64�, i.e., such as

�0
+�g0�

�� = �+L�1f��� = �Z�
+�−1, �A4�

TABLE IV. Estimated universal values of the confluent expo-
nent �column 2� and confluent crossover parameter �column 3� of
the scaling forms of Eq. �A2� for the first confluent correction term
in the susceptibility case. Column 1, label M of the different cross-
over models �see references given in the last column�. Column 5,
order of magnitude for the ratio of the crossover parameters ob-
tained using MSR or CPM fitting, from reference to the MR fitting
�see text�.

M � g�,M
1,+ �g�,M

1,+ �−1/�
� g�,M

1,+

ZX
1,+ �1/�

�=��	�,M
* � Ref.

MSR 0.504 0.525 3.591 3.9�10−2 �23�
CPM 0.51 0.590 2.814 4.9�10−3 �31�

ZX
1,+ �ZX

1,+�−1/�

MR 0.50189 8.56347 0.013859 1 �8�
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�+�L�1f��−d����−2�� = �Z�
+�−1. �A5�

Obviously, as for the confluent amplitude, we can close the
asymptotic identification between the three �MR, MSR,
CPM� models, introducing two supplementary universal
numbers which relate unequivocally the scale factors L�1f�

and �� of the massive renormalization scheme to the equiva-
lent two free parameters of another crossover approach �see
also Refs. �36,44� and the Appendix B below�.

APPENDIX B: EFFECTIVE CROSSOVER FUNCTION
BEYOND THE ISING-LIKE PREASYMPTOTIC DOMAIN

1. Effective exponent and effective amplitude

According to the above asymptotic analysis of the equiva-
lence between crossover modeling, the scale transformations
of the variables which produce the universal collapse of the
Ising-like crossover curves can be illustrated by using not
only effective exponents �26� but also effective amplitudes
�see also Ref. �46��. Indeed, from �th�t� of Eq. �45�, the local

value of the effective �theoretical� exponent �e,th�t� is defined
by the equation

�e,th�t� = −
� ln��th�t��

� ln t
. �B1�

The local value of its attached effective �theoretical� ampli-
tude Ze,�

+ �t� is defined by the equation

Z�,e
+ �t� =

�th�t�
t−�e,th

. �B2�

Therefore, �e,th�t� and Z�,e
+ �t� have equivalent universal fea-

tures as �th�t�. By eliminating t �then simultaneously elimi-
nating the scale factor �L since t=�L�	

*�, the classical-to-
critical crossover is characterized by a single �i.e., universal�
function Z�,e

+ ��e,th� over the complete range �MF �e,th�t�
 �. This result is here represented by the top �black dot-
dashed� curve in Fig. 4. Its limiting Ising-like critical point
takes universal coordinates �� ; �Z�

+�−1� �see the top cross in
Fig. 4.

In a similar way, from the physical function T,expt
* ��	*�

of Eq. �67� which fits the experimental results using �L �see
Eq. �68�� and X0,L

* �see Eq. �98��, the local �physical� expo-
nent is defined by

�e,expt��	*� = −
� ln�T,expt

* ��	*��
� ln��	*�

�B3�

and its related local �physical� amplitude by

�e
+��	*� =

T,expt
* ��	*�

��	*�−�e,expt
. �B4�

Eliminating �	* from Eqs. �B3� and �B4�, the corresponding
physical function �e

+��e,expt� is represented in Fig. 4 by the
bottom �red dashed� curve, selecting xenon as a typical ex-
ample �46�. Its related Ising-like critical point takes the
physical coordinates �� ;�+�, as represented by the bottom
cross in Fig. 4 �with �+�Xe�=0.057 824�. For quantitative
comparison in this “physical” part of Fig. 4, we have also
represented the experimental lower �black dashed� curve for
�e

+ values obtained from the Güttinger and Cannell fit of their
susceptibility measurements �47� �bold part of the curve�,
and from several pVT measurements reported in Table V
�full points labeled 1 to 4, open circle labeled P�.

Finally, considering the master singular behavior Xqf
* �T*�

of Eq. �85�� using ��1f� �see Eq. �68�� and Z�
�1f� �see Eq.

�98��, we can define the local �master� exponent by

�e,1f�T*� = −
� ln�Xqf

* �T*��
� ln�T*�

�B5�

and its related local �master� amplitude by

Z�,e
+ �T*� =

Xqf
* �T*�

�T*�−�e,1f
. �B6�

After T* elimination between Eqs. �B5� and �B6�, the master
function Z�,e

+ ��e,1f� can also be represented by the unique
median �blue double-dot-dashed� curve in Fig. 4. Its Ising-

FIG. 3. �Color online� Schematic illustrations �for �−�e and
�a�

+�1/�� of the Ising-like preasymptotic equivalence between the
dimensionless crossover temperature scale �	�,M

* needed by the
one-parameter crossover model M �dashed red line�, and the scale
factor � needed by the massive renormalization �MR� scheme �full
black line� �see Eqs. �75�, �A2�, and �A3�, and Table IV�; the small
difference in the respective � values is neglected.
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TABLE V. Column 1, index of the points in Figs. 4 and 5, columns 2 and 3, effective power law description of pVT measurements in
xenon �see Ref. �46� for detail and data sources�; columns 4–6, calculated values of the �geometrical� mean temperature ��	pVT

* �
=��	min

* �	max
* of pVT measurements �column 4�, theoretical local temperature �	th

* ��e,th� satisfying the condition �e,th�t�=�e,pVT��	*�
�column 5�, and theoretical local amplitude �e,th

+ for �e,th�t�=�e,pVT��	*� �column 6�.

�e,pVT �e,pVT
+ ��	pVT

* � �	th
* ��e,th� �e,th

+

��	pVT
* �=��	min

* �	max
* �e,th�t�=�e,pVT��	*�

1 1.211�0.01 0.0743�0.015 2.07�10−3 2.95�10−3 0.07263

2 1.16665 0.089 2.24�10−2 3.338�10−2 0.08859

3 1.1198�=�1/2� 0.101 1.21�10−1 1.928�10−1 0.09960

4 1�=�MF� 0.11 7.1 10−1 � 0.08507

5�vdW� 1�=�vdW� 1
6 �=�vdW

+ � � 0.08507

P�EOS� 1.19�=�EOS� 0.0793�=�EOS
+ � 1.13�10−2 1.135�10−2 0.08084

FIG. 4. �Color online� Theoretical estimations of the effective mean �Z�,e
+ , upper black dot-dashed curve, Eq. �B2��, master �Z�,e

+ , median
blue double-dot-dashed curve, Eq. �B6��, and physical �xenon� ��e

+, lower red dashed curve, Eq. �B4�� amplitudes as a function of the
effective exponent �e for the susceptibility case along the critical isochore in the homogeneous domain. Double �dotted at �e=�, full at
�e=�EOS� arrays, point-to-point �pluses at �e=�, open circles at �e=�EOS, open squares at �e=�MF� transformations between effective
functions using Yc and Zc, or, alternatively but equivalently, � and X0,L

* �each relation associated with the transformation at � and �e constant
value is illustrated in an attached rectangular box�; lower black dashed bold curve �labeled expt�, �e

+ from Güttinger and Cannell’s fit for
xenon susceptibility �47� �see also text and Table V�; M coordinates �EOS=1.19 and Z�,e

+ =0.153 74, tangent line at the point M to the
theoretical curve of Eq. �85� in Fig. 1; other quantities, points, and symbols, see text.
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like critical point takes the master coordinates �� ;Z�+�, cor-
responding to the median cross in Fig. 4.

Our main interest can then be focused on the point-to-
point transformation at constant �e between these three
curves, using only two fluid-dependent parameters, either �L
and X0,L

* for the physical quantities, or ��1f� and Z�
�1f� for the

master quantities. We recall that, when �L ���1f�� and Z�
�1f�

�L�1f� are known, X0,L
* gives unequivocal determination of

�� ���1f��. Now, introducing also Yc and Zc, the complete set
of the relations between the—theoretical, master, and
physical—amplitudes are summarized in Fig. 4. Conse-
quently, this figure closes the master description of Xqf

* ��e,1f�
establishing unequivocal links between the three parameter
sets ��L ;X0,L

* �, ���1f� ;Z�
�1f��, and �Yc ;Zc�. Figure 4 contains

explicit equations of the schematic links given in Fig. 2 for
the isothermal susceptibility case �with the implicit master
condition Z�

�1f��L�1f�=g0�c fixing g0�.
Hereafter we discuss the experimental results obtained at

large distance from the critical point, i.e., beyond the Ising-
like preasymtotic domain where practical estimations of �e
are significantly different from � �an analysis of the Ising-
like preasymptotic domain very close to the Ising-like limit

�e→� will be in consideration in Ref. �46�; see also the last
section of this Appendix B�. In particular, we focus our
present attention on the range 1.215��e��1/2�1.12 corre-
sponding to the blued area in Fig. 4 �obviously equivalent to
the blued area in Fig. 1�c��.

We start with the xenon �Xe� case selected as a standard
one-component fluid. We can then estimate the �theoretical,
master, and physical� crossover functions for the correlation
length and the isothermal compressibility of xenon, using
�Yc=4.93846;Zc=0.286021� and ��L=0.021 175;X0,L

*

=0.214 503� �or ��=0.021 175;��=3.28165�10−4 ;
g0=29.0245 nm−1��, with �c=0.881 498 nm and L0,L

*

=0.444 008 �for details, see Ref. �46��. As a basic applica-
tion, we can define the correspondence between theoretical
and physical temperature ranges and between theoretical and
physical correlation length ranges for description of either
�−�e,th and Z�,e

+ − �Z�
+�−1 as a function of t and as a function

of �th, or �−�e,expt and �e
+−�+ as a function of �	* and as a

function of �*. Each result is illustrated by a �black dot-
dashed or red dotted� curve in each part �a�–�d� of Fig. 5.
Now, the blued areas in Fig. 5 correspond either to the the-
oretical ranges 10−4� t�2�10−3 �bottom axis� and 180
��th�18 �top axis� in �a� and �b�, or the physical �xenon�

FIG. 5. �Color online� �a� Dot-dashed �black� curve �labeled MR�, �−�e,th as a function of t, calculated from the theoretical crossover
function of Eq. �45� for susceptibility �log-log scale�; �green� line T�, limiting singular behavior �see Eq. �B18�� within the Ising-like
preasymptotic domain of extension t*�LPAD

Ising �vertical green line, see Eq. �57��; curve T� of slope � crossing the vertical line t=1���, value
of the first confluent amplitude of Eq. �56�; vertical �blue and pink� lines, t�1/2

and t� coordinates for �e,th=�1/2 and D�t��=�1/2, respectively.
�b� Dot-dashed �black� curve �labeled MR�, same as �a� for �Z�,e

+ �−1− �Z�
+�−1 as a function of t, calculated from Eq. �45�; �green and blue� lines

Te and Tz, logarithmic singularity and power law approximation �see Eqs. �B14� and �B15�, respectively, and text for detail�. �c�, �d� Dotted
�red� curves �labeled Xe-MR�, corresponding xenon quantities �−�e and �e

+−�+ as a function of �	*= ���Xe��−1t; points P and 1–4, pVT
results �see Ref. �46� for detail� given in Table V �see also Fig. 4�; �green and blue� lines P� and Pz, xenon counterparts of the theoretical
�green and blue� lines T� and Tz. � at t=�	*=1, point-to-point transformations between first confluent amplitudes Z�

1,+ and a�
+ �upper arrow�

and between leading amplitudes �Z�
+�−1 and �+ �lower arrow�.
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ranges 5�10−3��	*�10−1 �bottom axis� and 10.5��*

�0.73 �top axis� in �c� and �d�.
The following compares these theoretical predictions to

the �e,pVT and �e,pVT
+ values obtained from pVT measure-

ments �49–53� �see also details in Ref. �46��. We recall that
the pVT measurements were performed at finite distance to
the critical point, such that the T,pVT

* data obtained from pVT
data can be fitted by an effective power law

T,pVT
* = �e,pVT

+ ��	*�−�e,pVT �B7�

valid only in a restricted temperature range defined by
�	min

*  �	* �	max
* . The measured �exponent and ampli-

tude� parameters ��e,pVT ;�e,pVT
+ � are then associated with the

temperature range ��	min
* ;�	max

* � of central value ��	e,pVT
* �

=��	min
* �	max

* �in logarithmic scale� located beyond the
Ising-like preasymptotic domain. Therefore, we can repre-
sent these results by points of respective coordinates
��e,pVT ;�e,pVT

+ �, ��e,pVT ; ��	pVT
* ��, and ��e,pVT

+ ; ��	pVT
* �� in

each appropriate binary diagram.
The four points �labeled 1–4� illustrated in Figs. 4, 5�c�,

and 5�d� correspond to the xenon results reported in rows
labeled 1–4, respectively, of Table V. The points labeled 1
and 2 follow the general trend of the theoretical curves. This
result confirms that, in spite of a large correlated error bar in
the adjustable exponent and amplitude parameters, the varia-
tions of their respective central values agree with a two-
parameter description within the Ising-like side of the cross-
over domain where ���e,pVT�1.17. However, the point
labeled 3, and more significantly the point labeled 4, show
that the pVT experimental results are not in agreement with
the mean-field behavior predicted by the crossover function
within the mean-field-like side where �1/2��e,pVT��MF.
The failure of the classical corresponding state theory is also
illustrated by the point labeled 5 in Fig. 4, which corresponds
to the result obtained from the van der Waals equation of
state �see the line labeled 5�vdW� in Table V�.

To translate the LEAD
+,�1f� master value �Eq. �114�� into a �L

master value which delimits the effective range of the ex-
tended asymptotic domain in Fig. 4, one needs to consider
the upper horizontal axis of Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�, which mea-
sures the master correlation length �*=� /�c�Xe� �i.e., the
dimensionless ratio which compares the size of the critical
fluctuation to the actual range of the microscopic interaction,
with 
qe

* �Xe�=1 in xenon case�. As a matter of fact, the
value LEAD

Xe �2�10−2 corresponds to the value
LEAD

+,�1f� /Yc�Xe� where �*�3. Therefore, the associated local
value is �L�1.16–1.17. This value descriminates the “non-
Ising-like” range �e��L �including the value �1/2= ��
+�MF� /2�1.12� where the effective classical-to-critical
crossover for xenon is no longer accounted for by the theo-
retical crossover function, as shown in Fig. 4, where an in-
creasing difference is observed between the curves labeled
Xe-MR and the dotted curve labeled Xe-expt when �e
→�MF=1.

Accounting for an extended �Ising-like� asymptotic do-
main defined by �e��L, we are also able to reconsider the
results previously obtained using a universal scaled form of
the equation of state with universal values of the exponents

significantly different from the Ising ones. As a typical ex-
ample, the xenon results obtained from the restricted linear
model of a parametric equation of state with �EOS=1.19 �see
the line labeled P�EOS� in Table V� are in excellent agree-
ment with the theoretical crossover function, as illustrated by
the point labeled P in Fig. 4. Moreover, using as a �	*

coordinate the theoretical value �	th
* ��EOS�=1.135�10−2

�Eq. �B3��, we can show that these results are also well ac-
counted for in the theoretical temperature dependence �see
the corresponding points labeled P� and P� in Figs. 5�c� and
5�d�, respectively�. Such results confirm that two xenon pa-
rameters involved in an universal form of the equation of
state can be used as Ising-like characteristic factors to be
related to the two scale factors Yc and Zc, as illustrated in the
next section for the case of the linear parametric equation of
state.

Master crossover provided by a restricted linear model
of a parametric equation of state

In the 1970s, the first analyses of the two-scale factor
universality for one-component fluids used effective scaled
forms of the equation of state to fit the pVT data measured at
finite distance to the critical point �for detail, see Refs.
�17,18,54–60��. Such a thermodynamic approach to univer-
sality was based on a limited number of characteristic param-
eters for each pure fluid, using effective universal values for
the critical exponents. We limit the present purpose to the
well-known restricted linear model of the parametric equa-
tion of state �56�, with application to several different fluids
�57–60�. The two main interests for such a choice are the
following.

�i� The effective thermodynamic exponents have been
precisely fixed at �non-Ising� values of �EOS=1.190, �EOS
=0.355, �EOS=0.100 �the subscript EOS recalls the origin of
these effective values�. As shown in Fig. 4, the value �EOS
=1.190 is precisely within the selected �e range beyond the
Ising-like preasymptotic domain, but well inside the ex-
tended asymptotic domain �e��L, which corresponds to
�	*� LEAD

Xe .
�ii� The effective values of the thermodynamic amplitude

�EOS
+ �see below Eq. �B8�� of the isothermal compressibility

were then obtained using only two adjustable �fluid-
dependent� parameters �namely, k and a�, which are the two
characteristic parameters involved in the scaled equation of
state. As shown in Fig. 4, “equivalent” values of �e

+��EOS� at
�EOS=1.190 can be simultaneously obtained by a scale trans-
formation between the point P �on the physical curve� and
the point M �on the master curve�, which also involves only
two characteristic parameters �namely, Yc and Zc� �admitting
that the parameter 
qe

* which accounts for quantum effects is
known�.

Therefore, both in quantity �two�, and in nature �Ising-
like�, the fluid-dependent parameters k and a appear equiva-
lent to Yc and Zc, except from the noticeable distinction of
their respective determinations, outside the Ising-like preas-
ymptotic domain for the �k ;a� pair, asymptotically close to
the critical point for the �Yc ;Zc� pair.

Now we compare the corresponding values of �EOS
+ and

�e
+��EOS� for 12 selected fluids. From the linear model of the
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parametric equation of state, Eq. �B7� can be rewritten as

T
* = �EOS

+ ��	*�−�EOS, �B8�

where �EOS
+ is related to the characteristic parameters k and a

as follows:

�EOS
+ =

k

a
. �B9�

Considering then a restricted form of the linear model such
as analyzed in Ref. �58�, k can be estimated from the relation

k = � x0

bSLH
2 − 1

	−�EOS

�B10�

where bSLH
2 =1.3908 is a universal quantity �56� while x0 is a

fluid-dependent parameter related to the value of the effec-
tive amplitude of the coexistence curve �associated with the
value �EOS=0.355 of the effective exponent�. The values of
x0 and a can be found in Ref. �58�. They are reported with
the corresponding k values in Table VI �columns 2–4, re-
spectively� for the selected 12 fluids �column 1�. The related
values of �EOS

+ obtained by using Eq. �B9� are given in Table
VI �column 5�.

The unequivocal scale transformation between the points
P and M is given by the relation �see Fig. 4�

�e
+��EOS� = Z�,e

+ ��EOS�

qe

* �Yc�−�EOS

Zc
, �B11�

where Z�,e
+ ��EOS� is the effective master amplitude for the

T*��e,1f� value satisfying the condition �e,1f =�EOS=1.19. For
practical use of Eq. �B11�, the crucial advantage is given by
the unequivocal scale transformation between the points T
�on the theoretical curve� and M �on the master curve� illus-
trated in Fig. 4. That provides immediately Z�,e

+ ��EOS�
=Z�,e

+ ��EOS��Z�
�1f����1f���EOS�−1 and T*��EOS�= t��EOS�

����1f��−1. Using Eqs. �B1� and �B2�, the theoretical func-

tion �th�t� leads to the values t��EOS�=2.392�10−4 and
Z�,e

+ ��EOS�=0.456 414 related to coordinates of the points la-
beled T� and T� in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�, respectively. Using
the numerical values of Z�

�1f� and ��1f� given in Table III, we
obtain T*��EOS�=5.579�10−2 and Z�,e

+ ��EOS�=0.153 74.
Subsidiarily, in Fig. 1�c�, we note that the master curve
�qf

* �T*� of Eq. �85� has a tangent curve of slope −�EOS at the
point M of T*��EOS� coordinate which corresponds to the
effective power law

XEOS
+ �T*� = 0.153 74�T*�−1.19. �B12�

The values of Yc and Zc for the selected fluids are reported
in Table VI �columns 6 and 7, respectively�. The estimated
values of �e

+��EOS� using Eq. �B11� are given in Table VI
�column 8�. Each physical curve T

*��	*� of Eq. �67� has a
tangent curve of slope −�EOS at the point of the �	* coordi-
nate:

�	*��EOS� =
T*��EOS�

Yc
�B13�

�see column 9 of Table VI�, which corresponds to the effec-
tive power law �e

+��	*�=�e
+��EOS���	*�−�EOS.

The residuals r% ��e
+�=100(��EOS

+ /�e
+��EOS�)−1� �see

column 10, Table VI�, generally lower than the typical ex-
perimental uncertainty estimated to be 10%, confirm that the
universal features observed beyond the Ising-like preasymp-
totic domain but within the Ising-like extended asymptotic
domain, i.e., �	*� tEAD

+ /�=LEAD
+,�1f� /Yc=LEAD

f with tEAD
+

=��1f�LEAD
+,�1f� and LEAD

+,�1f��0.07–0.1, are well characterized
by the two critical scale factors Yc and Zc of each fluid f .

Universal approximation of the logarithmic singularity
of effective amplitudes

Another practical application of the point-to-point trans-
formations given in Fig. 4 can be obtained by focusing our

TABLE VI. Two-parameter universality of the effective amplitude of the isothermal compressibility
estimated from the linear model of a parametric equation of state and the master modification of the theo-
retical function.

Fluid x0 a k �EOS
+ Yc Zc �e

+��EOS� �	*��EOS� r% ��e
+�

�58� �58� Eq. �B10� Eq. �B9� Eq. �B11� Eq. �B13�

3He�*� 0.489 4.63 0.9235 0.1995 2.3984 0.30129 0.20003�*� 2.326�10−2 −0.283

Ar 0.183 16.5 1.309 0.07934 4.3288 0.2896 0.09284 1.289�10−2 −14.5

Kr 0.183 16.5 1.309 0.07934 4.9437 0.2913 0.07887 1.128�10−2 0.6

Xe 0.183 16.5 1.309 0.07934 4.9385 0.28602 0.08084 1.135�10−2 −1.86

O2 0.183 15.6 1.309 0.08392 4.9864 0.28797 0.07890 1.119�10−2 6.36

N2 0.164 18.2 1.361 0.07478 5.3701 0.28887 0.07201 1.039�10−2 3.84

CH4 0.164 17.0 1.361 0.08006 4.9838 0.28678 0.07928 1.119�10−2 0.99

C2H4 0.166 17.5 1.355 0.07744 5.3487 0.2813 0.07431 1.043�10−2 4.22

CO2 0.141 21.8 1.436 0.06587 6.0104 0.27438 0.06631 0.928�10−2 0.653

NH3 0.109 21.4 1.361 0.07353 6.3019 0.24294 0.07079 0.885�10−2 3.88

H2O 0.100 22.3 1.622 0.07275 6.8552 0.22912 0.0679 0.814�10−2 7.14

D2O 0.100 22.3 1.622 0.07275 7.0728 0.22783 0.0658 0.799�10−2 10.6
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attention on the logarithmic singularity of any first derivative
��ZP,e

+ /�eP,e�eP,e→eP
close to the Ising-like critical point, for

any effective amplitude power law ZP,e
+ �t�=FP�t� / t−eP,e esti-

mated from any crossover function FP�t� given in Ref. �8�
�with eP,e�t�=−� ln�FP�t�� /� ln t� �see Refs. �8,46� for de-
tails�. For the susceptibility case, the logarithmic singularity
of ��Z�,e

+ /��e,th��e,th→� extrapolated beyond the Ising-like
preasymptotic domain is illustrated by the curves labeled aT,
aM, and aP in Fig. 4. For better evaluation within the preas-
ymptotic domain, the related amplitude singularity in terms
of the thermal field dependence is given in Fig. 5�b�, for
example, by the curve Te of equation

Z�,e
+ − �Z�

+�−1 = �Z�
+�−1Z�

1,+t�Z�
1,+t��1 − ln�t���t�. �B14�

We can approximate Eq. �B14� by the following universal
power law:

Z�,e
+ − �Z�

+�−1 = Z0�Z�
+�−1Z�

1,+tz, �B15�

where Z0=3.7�0.1 and z=0.45�0.035 are independent of
the property and the domain. The exponent condition z��,
leading to z /�=1−u�1, conforms to the logarithmic singu-
larity of the first derivative ��Z�,e

+ /��e,th��e,th→�, here approxi-
mated by a power law ��Z�,e

+ /��e,th��e,th→�� ��−�e,th�−u. For
practical use, we arbitrarily choose u=�, leading us to define
z=��1−��. The validity of this approximation is illustrated
by the curve Tz in Fig. 5�b�.

Correspondingly, in Fig. 5�d�, the physical asymptotic
representation of �e

+−�+ is now approximated by the curve
Pz of asymptotic equation

�e
+ − �+ = Z0�

+a�
+��	*�z = X0,LZ0Z�

1,+�Z�
+�−1����	*�z.

�B16�

Using Eqs. �B15� and �B16� at t=�	*=1, we obtain

�e
+�1� − �+ = X0,L

* ���Z�,e
+ �1� − �Z�

+�−1� . �B17�

The point-to-point universal transformation which approxi-
mates the logarithmic singularity is then illustrated by the
two correlated points �symbol �� at t=�	*=1, in Figs. 5�b�
and 5�d�, respectively. As expected from Fig. 4, this transfor-
mation is given by the product X0,L

* ��.
Obviously, to close the asymptotic behavior within the

Ising-like preasymptotic domain we can also consider the
respective asymptotic curves labeled T� and P� in Figs. 5�a�
and 5�c�, of equations

� − �e,th = �Z�
1,+t�, �B18�

� − �e,expt = �a�
+��	��. �B19�

Here, the point-to-point transformation at t=�	*=1
�symbol �� is given by the scale factor universal power law
��.

The above approximation of the logarithmic singularity
has practical importance for better analysis of experimental
data when the value �e is found in the range �e=1.21–1.24,
i.e., a value which approaches the theoretical Ising value. As
a typical example we use the value �e,pVT=1.211�0.025 ob-
tained by Levelt-Sengers et al. �58� from their analysis of the
pVT measurements of Habgood and Schneider �51� in the
temperature range 0.2 T−Tc 1.8 K, i.e., �	min

* =6.9
�10−4, �	max

* =6.2�10−3, and ��	pVT
* �=2.07�10−3 �see

row 1, column 4, Table IV�. This result is then centered near
the Ising-like borderline of the blued domain previously ana-
lyzed. As evidenced by the matching of the corresponding
points labeled 1 with the curves P� and Pz in Figs. 5�c� and
5�d�, such a result also appears correctly accounted for using
the above approximation. Therefore, using Eqs. �B19� and
�B16�, we can easily calculate the two values of the true
confluent and leading amplitudes of the two-term Wegner
expansion from the following equations:

a�
+pVT =

� − �e,pVT

���	pVT
* ��

= 1.266 66, �B20�

�+pVT =
�e,pVT

+

1 +
Z0

�
�� − �e,pVT���	pVT

* �z−�

= 0.057 355.

�B21�

These above values are in excellent agreement with the esti-
mated ones a�

+=1.23709 and �+=0.057 824 �46� from appli-
cation of the scale dilatation method. In Eq. �B21�, we note
the practical importance of the prefactor Z0.

In conclusion, using Figs. 4 and 5, we have explicitly
demonstrated that the two dimensionless scale factors Yc and
Zc �or alternatively but equivalently �L ���� and X0,L

* �,
which characterize each one-component fluid f belonging to
the �1f� subclass, can be used to calculate the isothermal
compressibility over the Ising-like extended asymptotic do-
main �	*�LEAD

f .
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